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Abstract 
In this thesis, we study the existence and nonexistence of positive solutions 
for some nonlinear elliptic boundary problems and determine their critical di-
mensions. We also study the asymptotic behavior of these solutions when a 
certain parameter e tends to zero. 
This thesis is divided into two parts. 
In the first two chapters of Part I, we extend the result of Brezis-Nirenberg [8 
on the Laplace equation involving the critical Sobolev exponents to a weighted 
Laplace equation involving the Hardy-Sobolev exponents and to a Hessian equa-
tion involving critical nonlinear term on the ball. In particular, the critical 
dimensions of these problems are obtained. In Chapter 3 we present a result of 
the existence of postive solutions for the subelliptic Laplacian on bounded do-
mains of the Heisenberg group, which shows that there is no critical dimension 
for this problem. 
In Part II, we study the asymtotic behavior of positive solutions for several 
elliptic boundary problems. In Chapter 4 the case of a weighted ^Lapladan 
operator on the ball is discussed. In Chapter 5 we consider the weighted Lapla-
cian operator on a general domain, which continues the discussion in Chapter 1. 
The exact rate of blow-up and blow-up profile are determined. Similar results 




In the study of elliptic partial differential equations of second order, there are 
few problems like the following one which provides us with so fruitful results and 
technical tools, which play important role in solving many other problems. Let 
0 be a domain in R^. Consider the following problem: 
A ^ • r^  
—Au = w^-2, in it 
< u > 0, in 0 � 
u 二 0, on dVt, 
where n > 3. When H is the whole space R7% the equation (1) is solvable and 
the positive solutions correspond to the extremal functions [8] for the embedding 
^ o i ( l ) ) 4 L 2 * - 2 ) ( n ) . (2) 
On the other hand, when H is a bounded star-shaped domain, (1) has no solution 
due to the famous Pohozaev's identity [31]. The major difficulty in looking for 
solutions is the lack of compactness of the embedding in (2). The corresponding 
functional does not satisfy the Palais-Smale condition. In the past there has 
been great interest in considering under what condition that compactness can 
be restored and (1) is solvable. One way is to consider the effect of the topology 
of the domain like the fundamental work of Bahri and Coron [3], which asserts 
that (1) admits a solution if there exists a positive integer k such that the k-
homology group of 0 , / ^ ( 0 ¾ ) , is nontrivial. 
On the other hand, some disturbation of lower order terms also reverses non-
solvablity of (1). The most notorious example comes from the Yamabe's problem 
24]: 
f -4^Au = R'u^ — R{x)u, on M, (3) 
\ 几 u > 0, on M, 
iii 
for some constant R', where M is an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, A is 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M, and R{x) is the scalar curvature. This led 
Brezis and Nirenberg [8] to consider the following perturbed problem 
/ n+2 
—Au 二 u^-2 + Xu in 0 
^ u > 0, inO � 
u — 0, on dVt. 
\ ‘ 
Let S\ be the best constant in the inequality 
f \u\^dx + A f \u\^dx < Sx f |Vu|^x, u e H^{n)\{0}. (5) 
Ja Jn Jn 
They showed that Sx < So (the best constant in the Sobolev inequality) guaran-
tees the existence of solution. In fact, the solution is obtained as a perturbation 
of the extremal functins ^。厂1 - £(2-^/^(1 + e"2|a: — a^oH(?—"" for small e. 
Using this they proved that when n > 4, (4) admits a solution if and only if 
A G (0,Ai) where Ai is the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of the Laplacian. When 
n = 3 a refined construction is needed since ^^ 。厂！ does not belong to L^(R^). 
The result turns out to be quite different: The problem (4) is solvable if and 
only if A € (A, Ai) for some positive A depending on the domain. The same phe-
nonenon exists in the study of the similar problem for the biharmonic operator. 
Consider ^ 
{ A^u — u\u\^^ + Xu in 0 (6) 
u = du/dn = 0, on dQ,. 
On one hand, Edmonds, Fortunate k Jannelli [16] proved that when n > 8, 
(6) is solvable if and only if A G (0,Ai) where Ai is the first eigenvalue of A^ 
subject to the same boundary conditions. When n = 5,6, 7, and 0 is a ball, 
(6) is solvable if A G (/^i, Ai) where ^i > 0 is the first eigenvalue of a certain 
eigenvalue problem. On the other hand, Pucci & Serrin [32] proved that for 
n 二 5, 6, 7, the lower bound of the set of values A for which a solution exists is 
positive. They called these dimensions the critical dimensions of (6). 
In Part I of this thesis we determine the critical dimensions for the following 
three classes of elliptic operators: a weighted Laplacian, the Hessian operator on 
the ball, and the subelliptic Laplacian on the Heisenberg group. As mentioned 
iv 
above, it involves in determining the best constants and extremal functions for 
these operators as well as deriving suitable Pohozaev's identities. It is intersting 
to point out that we found that there is no critical dimension for the subelliptic 
Laplacian operator the first example for which no critical dimension is 
found. In the following we formulate our main results. 
In Chapter 1 we study a weighted version of (4) 
‘di{\x\^diu)^\x\^uP-^^\\x\^u = 0, u > 0, in 0 , 
< (7) 
u — 0 on 50, 
where 0 is a bounded domain with smooth boundary in R^ containing the origin 
and the parameters satisfy the natural balance conditions a, a � f 3 — 2 > —n, 
f3/2 > a/p and p = 2{n + a)/{n + p - 2) > 2. 
Theorem 1 Assume that j3 < 0, 
(a) When n > 4 - 2/? + a, (7) is solvable for any X G (0, Ai) where \i is the 
first eigenvalue ofthe operator-di{\xfdi) with the Dirichlet boundary condition. 
(b) When n < 4 - 2/5 + cr，(7) is solvable for A G {fi,Xi) for some jl > 0. 
Moreover, ifQ. is star-shaped with respect to the origin, (7) has no solution for 
X G (0, /i) for some positive 丛. 
More precise description of our results can be found in Chapter 1. In any 
case, Theorem 1 shows that the critical dimensions of (7) are the integers in 
[3 ,4-2 /^ + cr). 
In Chapter 2 we are concerned with a fully nonlinear elliptic operator known 
as the Hessian operator. Consider 
Sk{^^u)=(-“广⑷ + x{-uf in n 
< u < 0 inO (8) 
u — 0 on dVt 
where H is a smooth bounded domain in R^ {k < n/2, n > 3)，Sk is the A;-th 
elementary symmetricfunction of V^u and ^{k) = {n^-2)k|{n-2k). Notice that 
k = 1 and k 二 n correspond to the Laplace and the Monge-Ampere operator 
respectively. We determine the critical dimension of (8). 
X 
Theorem 2 Let 0 be the unit ball. 
(a) When n > 2k{k + 1), there exists a (radially symmetric) solution of (8) 
for X G (0, Ai) where Ai is the “first eigenvalue” ofSk. 
(b) When n < 2k{k + 1)，there exist 0 < A* < A* < Ai such that (8) is 
solvable for X G (A*, Ai) and is not solvable if X G (0，A*), 
So the critical dimensions of (8) are the positive integers in {2k,2k{k + 1)). 
When k = 1, the critical dimension is 3 which is consistent with the result in [8 . 
In Chapter 3 we show that the analogous problem for the subelliptic Lapla-
cian An^ on Heisenberg group H^ has no critical dimension. Let D be a bounded 
smooth domain in H^. Consider 
‘—Aj^nU 二 uP + \u in D 
< u > 0 in D (9) 
u = 0 on dD 
\ 
where p 二 (Q + 2)/(Q — 2) and Q 二 2n + 2 is the homogeneous dimension of 
H^. 
Theorem 3 (a) There exists a solution for (9) ifX G (0,Ai), where Ai is the 
first Dirichlet eigenvalue of An^. 
(b) Suppose D is 5-starshaped (see [18]) with respect to some {zo,to) G D. 
Then there is no solution for (9) ifX 0 (0,Ai). 
Another interesting aspect of (1) is the asymptotic behavior of the solutions 
ux of (l)A as A ~> 0+. As we known, (1) has no positive solution when A = 0 
and Ct is star-shaped, {以入} must vanish in some way in the limiting process. 
For "energy-minimizing" solutions it is easy to show that u\ must blow up at 
a single point. Thus it is desirable to determine the rate of blow-up and the 
limiting profile of u\. This was first obtained by Atkinson k Peletin [1] by ODE 
method when 0 is a ball. (See also a different approach by Brezis k Peletier 
6]). For general domains the problem was solved by Han [22] and Rey [34] by 
completely different methods. 
vi 
Part II of the thesis is devoted to a study of the corresponding asympototic 
result for the weighted Laplacian, Hessian operator and the biharmonic operator. 
We devided them into three chapters. 
In Chapter 4 we study the blow-up of solutions for the following boundary 
value problem for the weighted p-Laplacian on the unit ball: 
J - ( r " | " T - � 7 = P y P * - i + A r " y ^ i in (0,1) (10) 
1 y(i ) = 0 ^ ) 
where the exponents satisfy a , a � f 3 — p > —1, 1 < p < +oo and p* = 
p ( a + l ) / ( / ? - p + 1 ) . The above problem is rather general, including pLapladan, 
weighted Laplacian and the Hessian operators as special cases. 
Theorem 4 Suppose that a > a. Let yx be the positive solution of (10). 
(a) For any S in (0,1)； we have 
/�丄 / � P — 1 丄 � j + i - P il /11� 
yA(0) p-i yx(r) — ^ — p + 1 ap-i [r " —Ij (11) 
uniformly in [S, 1] as X ~^ 0+, where a is an explicit positive constant. 
(b) (i) Let a + 1 > p{p + cr — f3). Then 
lim A | M | E ^ ( - ^ + - " ) = ( 叫 ： 咖 / 1 ) “ 二 � 1 (12) 
A^o+ “ L p + a — f3 
(ii) Let a + 1 = p{p + cr ~~ f3). Then 
lim Alog|Mkoc = " + l l ( P _ l ) 2 a A # H ) , (13) 
A^0+ p 
where b and Ci are positive constants. 
So rather complete results are obtained for the case of noncritical dimension 
{a^l>p{p + a-P)). 
In Chapter 5 we study (1) when A ~> 0+ in a general domain, and the exact 
rate of blow-up and blow-up profile are determined. 
Theorem 5 Suppose f3 < 0 (a — 0 if f3 = 0) and n > 4 — 2p + cr. Let ux be 
solution of (7)\, {iu} « sequence of energy minimizing for Sobolev inequality. 
vii 
Then there exists a subsequence of {uA} (still denoted by {ux}), such that as 
A ~^ 0+，the maximum point ofu\ tends to the orgin and 
(i) 
^ F( n+a ) 
I M k ’ ) ^ ^ A ( z ) — a' /? I 2 r ( : 2 : : - � : + 2 ) ^ , o ) , 
where G{x,y) is the Green function of-di{\x\^di) with Dirichlet boundary con-
dition. 
(n) 
o n+2/3-4-q-\ ^ n+/3-2 , 
^ A^ L~(12) ^^’ 
—cOrM + f3 — 2)^(0,0) r ( 2 ^ ) r ( ^ r 
(a — p + 2)(a - p + 2) r ( ^ ^ ) r ( ^ ) r ( ^ ^ ) 2 • 
In Chapter 6, we study the biharmonic operator under the Navier boundary 
condition. Consider 
‘ A ^ u = (n + 2 ) n ( n - 2 ) ( n - 4 ) w " , in 0 
< u > 0, inO (14) 
u = Au = 0, on dCl. 
\ ‘ 
where n > 5, H c R " is a smooth bounded domain; p = (n + 4 ) / ( n - 4 ) is Sobolev 
critical exponent of the biharmonic operator ( -A)^ . 
The existence and nonexistence of solutions of (12) have been studied by 
Vorst [40, 41] and other authors. The critical dimensions of the equation are 
known to be 5, 6 and 7. Here we are concerned with the blow-up for the solutions 
as e ~^ 0+. Our main result is 
Theorem 6 Suppose that H is strictly convex and {ue} is a minimizing sequence 
for the Sobolev inequality and each Ue is a solution of (14). Then there exists 
Xo G fl such that as e ~> 0+ (subsequence, if necessary) we have 
(i) 
u, ~ ^ 0 in C\n\{xo})] 
Aue ~~> 0 in C^{n\{xo})\ and 
(AUe)2 — CO ( | ) " ^ o , 
in the sence of distribution; 
viii 
(ii) For any x G 0\{a;o]-
\Ue\\L°°{n)Ue{x) ^ (72 — 2){n — A)iOnG{x, Xo) 
where G[x,y) is the Green's function ofA^ under boundary condition G{-,y)= 
AG{',y) = 0 on dVt; 
(%l%^  
2 勤风几） • T � 
iSHI^ II™ = co7r-(n — 4)(n + 2)2r(n/2)"(^，"o). 
In addition, we also have 
M 
V^{xo) = 0, 
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Chapter 1 
Critical Dimension of a 
Semilinear Degenerate Elliptic 
Equation Involving Critical 
Sobolev-Hardy Exponent 
1.1 Introduction 
A basic fact in the study of semilinear elliptic equations is that the problem 
n+2 
Au + u^ = 0, u > 0, in 0 
< 
u = 0, on 50, 
\ 
where 0 is a (sufficiently smooth) bounded domain in R^, {n > 3) has no 
solution if H is star-shaped. Nevertheless, in the well-known paper [8] Brezis 
and Nirenberg studied the perturbed problem 
n+2 
Au + u^ + Xu = 0, u > 0, in Q 
< (1.1.1) 
u 二 0, on 50, 
V 
and proved that when n > 4, (1.1.1) admits a solution if and only if A G (0, Ai) 
where Ai is the first eigenvalue of the Laplace operator. The case n = 3 turns 
out to be quite different: The problem (1.1.1) is solvable if and only if A G (A, Ai) 
for some positive A depending on the domain. In the special case that 0 is a 
ball, they found A = Ai/4. 
2 
In this chapter we shall study a weighted version of (1.1.1) 
dii X ^diu) + x\^u^-^ + X\x\^u 二 0, u > 0, in 0 , 
< (1.1.2) 
u = 0 on ^0, 
where 0 is a bounded domain with smooth boundary in R^ containing the origin 
and the parameters a,p, and p satisfy 
n + a , n + P , f3 ^ oc ,i ^ … 
p > 2, n + a > 0 , + 1 = —17— and - > - . {l.l.S) 
尸—， ‘ p 2 2 p 
In fact, the condition (1.1.3) is necessary and sufficient for the validity of the 
Sobolev-Hardy inequality 
1 1 
( f l x n u l ^ d x Y < c ( f l x f ]Vu l ' dxY (1.1.4) \jRri / vJR" / 
(see Caffarelli, Kohn and Nirenberg [13]). To have a nonlinear nonhomogeneous 
term we shall always assume 
p>2 (1.1.5) 
Furthermore, we consider 
a >f3-2 (1.1-6) 
so that the linear term X\x\^u retains as a compact perturbation of the problem. 
Let i7^(0) be the space obtained by completing the set {u G C^(H): u 二 0 
on ^n } under the inner product 
[|x|^ Vu'Vv dx. 
Ja 
We call u a (weak) solution of (1.1.2) if u G H^{^) and 
J \xf Vu . V ;^ dx — J^ (|:r|V + \\x\'u) V dx = 0 (1.1.7) 
for all V in i7^(0). It can be shown that u is necessarily in C^{n\{0})nC\n\{0}) 
and is bounded and positive in 0 (see Appendix A). 
In this chapter we study questions concerning the solvability of (1.1.2) for 
different A. Results analogous to those of [8] will be established for non-positive 
3 
p. To formulate them we fix some notations. Let Ai be the first eigenvalue of 
the eigenvalue problem 
‘ - d i { { x f d i u ) ：= A|a;|^ in 0 
< (1-1.8) 
u = 0 on 50 , 
and let jj,i be the first eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem in the unit interval 
, � 3 - n + p y f y 二 p3-n-2P+ay 
< (1.1.9) 
� y { l ) = 0, y'{0) 二 0. 
We have 
Theorem 1.1.1 Suppose that (1.1.3)，(1.1.5) and (1.1.6) hold andp< 0. 
(a) If n > 4 — 2/? + (J, then there exists a solution of (1.1.2) for every 
A e ( 0 , A i ) . 
(b) Ifn < A-2P + a, then there exists a solution of(1.1.2) for every X G�fi， 
Ai) where i 
fi = Xi- (c{a,P)fJjxl'Hx^ . 
Here x|; is the positive solution of (1.1.8) corresponds to A = Ai and satisfies 
f lx^i;^dx = 1, 
Jn 
and C(a,/3) is the best constant in (1.1.4). 
(c) Ifn < 4 -2 /^ + cr andO, is the unit ball centered at the origin, then (1.1.2) 
admits a radial solution for every X G (jH, Ai). 
We point out that when f3 == 0 and fl is a ball, parts (a) and (c) have been 
proved by Nicolaescu [30] previously. Next we state our non-existence result. 
First of all notice that as in the unweighted case (1.1.2) has no solution for 
A > Ai. Consequently we may consider A belonging to ( - o o , Ai). 
Theorem 1.1.2 Let 0 be star-shaped with respect to the origin. Suppose that 
(1.1.3)，(1.1.5) and (1.1.6) hold andp< 0. 
(a) Ifn > 4 - 2p + a, then (1.1.2) is not solvable for X < 0 . 
(b) Ifn < 4 — 2p + a and Vt is strictly star-shaped with respect to the origin, 
then there exists a positive ^ such that (1.1.2) is not solvable for X < 芒. 
4 
(c) Ifn < 4 - 2P + cr and 0 is the unit hall centered at the origin, then there 
is no radial solution of (1.1.2) for X < ^^, where 
‘^H, if a = f5 = 3-n 
么 = , (1.1.10) 
— 2(2U%,1, —rnnse. 
Notice that f3 < 0 and (1.1.3) together imply that n > 3. When cr 二 [3 = 3 - n 
and n is the unit ball centered at the origin, we obtain the optimal result: 
(1.1.2) admits a solution if and only if A G ("i，Ai). In any case, Theorems 1.1.1 
and 1.1.2 together show that the critical dimension of (1.1.2), according to the 
terminology in [32], are integers in [ 3 , 4 - 2p + a). 
The organization of the chapter is as follows. In Section 1.1 we prove part 
(a) and (c) of Theorem 1.1.2 essentially based on some integral identities of 
Pohozaev's type. Part (b) of Theorem 1.1.2, of which proof is quite different, 
is proved in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3 we develop the existence theory and 
prove Theorem 1.1.1. There we shall use the best constants and minimizers of 
(1.1.4) determined in [10] in an essential way. In Theorem 1.1.2 (c) we assert 
that there is no radial solution. However, conceivably there may be non-radial 
ones. In Section 1.4 we use the method of moving planes to show that the 
solution of (1.1.2) in balls are necessarily radial in many cases, including when 
a > a. There are two appendices in this chapter. In the first one we establish a 
uniform bound for weak solutions of (1.1.2). In the second one we study certain 
regularity property for the solution of an associated degenerate elliptic equation, 
which is needed in Section 1.2. 
1.2 Non-existence (I) 
In this section we first show that (1.1.2) has no solution for A > Ai. Next 
we derive some identities of Pohozaev's type, from which we deduce the non-
existence of solution for (1.1.2) either when 0 is a general bounded domain 
with non-critical dimensions or when 0 is a ball with critical dimensions. In 
particular, parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.1.2 will be proved. 
5 
Consider the eigenvalue problem: 
‘ -^(|:r|^,iO = A|.r|^ r in H 
< (l-'2.1) 
i' 二 0 011 dQ. 
V 
Suppose that (1.1.5) holds. By Holder inequality we have 
r / r , , � ，， � \ip-'^)/p / r \ 2/p 
/ .r�u \lx < ( / |.,|(-2-/p)p/(P"2),/,.] ( / |.rr^|u|^r . 
Jn — \Jn / V./n / 
for u e HpW- ir (cr - 2a/p)p/(p - 2) > -n, i.c., cr > |3 — 2, according to the 
weighted Sobolev-Hardy inequality we have 
[|.rni/P^/.r<C f |af|Vi/|'^r/.r, ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) 
Jn Jn 
vvliere C depends only on a and Q. Looking at tlie Rayleigh quotient ||Vw||.j /j/ 
|"||:la in I/^(Q) and using compactness ofihe iinbeciding Il^(Q) 4 /J(n, |.r|"(/.r) 
10], it is casy to show that (1.2.1) has a minimal positive solution pair (Ai ’ ” i ) 
where A, = Ai(/j/,cr,n) and t，i > 0 in Q. Multiplying (1.2.1) by u, vvhcre u is a 
solution of (1.1.2), and integrating on 0. we have 
(Ai - A) f |:r|"m，i"T= f [x]''viu^-^dx. Jn Jn 
It immediately implies 
Lemma 1.2.1 Under (1.1.5) there is no solution of (1.1.2) for X > A!. 
Now consider the more general problem 
‘-6/.(a(.r)fti/) 二 f(a\u) in Q 
< (1.2.3) 
u 二 0 oii 洲， 
wliere a G ( ' i (Q\{0}) is non-negative and f G 6'^(^\{0} x R). 
Lemma 1.2.2 Let ( = ((V • . , f ) ("i(l “ e^ in C'(n\{0}). Then for any solu-
tion of (L2.S) we have 
f \Vu\\div(ai) + 2i]a) — 2 f adj^dkud,u - / ^-(a^r/)u^ 二 
JiU J � ^^t 
- I a Vu 2 ^ . iy — / a|Vu|^ ^ . 1/ — / au^ •" . i/ 
Jdn ^|x|=e J\x\=€ 
+ 2 / auj] • " . z/ - 2 / F(x, u) ^ . i/ 
J\x\=E ^k|=e 
+ 2 f (mif(x, u) + F(x, u)diii 4- ^  . V,F(x, u)) (1.2.4) 
Jne 
where Q, = OV^^M，• < £ < dist{0,dn}, and F{x,u) = /�" f{x,r)dr. 
6 
1 
Proof: Multiply (1.2.3) by {rju - ^. Vw) and then integrate by parts over H .^ • 
We shall use (1.2.4) to deduce a non-existence result for (1.1.2). For this 
丨 purpose let us take a(x) = \x\P and f{x,u) = \x\-u\u\P-^ + Al^^u. First of all 
we get rid of the boundary integrals along |x| = & in (1.2.4). In fact, let u be a 
solution of (1.1.2). By (1.1.4) and (1.2.3) we know that 
f X ^ u ^dx, [ \x\^\u\^dx and / \xf-^\u\^dx 
Jn Jn J^ 
. . . . i 
.:1 「 "1 
are finite. Therefore, by the mean-value theorem there exists a sequence {e j ) , 
I 
6j — 0 such that 
f F{x,u)^'uds ~~^ 0, 
A^i=^j 




； [ \xf\u\^Vr]-uds ~~^ 0 
o/|a:|=ej 
i 
as j ~~> oo provided 
！ 
) |<e(z)l = 0 ( M ) and |V"(T)| = 0(|z|-i), (1.2.5) 
I 
I at the origin. Henceforth, under (1.2.5) we have 
.'( 
I f |Vu|2(V . (|x|^0 + 277kH — 2 / {xfd,edkud,u 
\ Jn Jn 
'i = 2 f [r]uf{x, u) + F(x, u)dWC + ^ . V,F{x, u)] 
Jn 
— f \xf\Vu\'^'uds^ f dk { {x fdkvy (1.2.6) 
JdQ, Jn 
] Now, let us choose ^{x) = x and “ 二 1 — n/2. Then (1.6) becomes 
f xf\Vu\^x • uds = {o- + 2 - P)X f \x\^u^dx. (1.2.7) 
Jdn Jn 
Immediately we deduce 
i Lemma 1.2.3 Let 0 be a star-shaped domain with respect to the origin. Then 
:j 






We have finished the proof of Theorem 1.1.2 (a). Notice that the proofs of 
Lemmas 1.2.1 and 1.2.3 work for both situation of critical dimensions and non-
. critical dimensions. When 0 is the unit ball centered at the origin, f = f(r, u) 
I and u{x) = y(r), where r = \x\, equation (1.1.2) becomes 
I ( — ( r 4 - � ' y = r-n+a-l p-l _^ ^^n+a-ly^ y > 0 , 
(1.2.8) 
I y(i) 二 0, 
and Lemma 1.2.2 assumes the following form. 
Lemma 1.2.4 Suppose that y = y{r) is a radial solution of (1.1.2). Then for 
j 
1 any smooth function ¢, if ^{r) 二 0(r ) , < '^(r) - 0(1), and 0 � ( r ) = 0 ( r_ i ) as 
•| 
I r ^ 0+, we have 
\ lmy'iiY = 1 /： 一 [ r - ( — - 1 ， + " V - 纠 y2 
+ f i + i ) 广 “ + 卞 」 < ^ ) / 
\2 py Jo \ r J 
； + 入 / 1 广 — 1 + 1 於 + ^ ^ 》 " 2 . (1-2.9) 
Remark. When a = f3 二 cr = 0 and n = 3, (1.2.9) reduces to (1.37) in [8:. 
I Proof. Let ^{x) = ^{r)x/r. Then ^ satisfies (1.2.5). So (1.2.6) becomes 
丨 广,-i+v(""y - 1 , — i + v v + ^ / 1 , - i + " [ ( 〜 — 1 ) 於 + ^ i y" 
Jo Jo 2 Jo 1 r _ 
+i^(iy(i)2 = J: , - i [/" + c^Fr + ( ^ 小 + </>')_. 
j ‘ 
I Using 
r , - i + � " V 二 - S r ^ 2 + " [ ( n + f3 — l)77' + r " ' V , 
Jo z Jo 
we have 
- cKiV(1)2 + [ , - 1+卢{v + ^^^^小—\A y,2 
\ ‘ 
1 1 1 
丨 二 f r^"Vi^r+ / r^-'[frjy^{'^4> + m 
Jo Jo r 
+1 r 产1+" [("+H)"'+""1 ？. (1.2.10) 




； rj 二 \c^'— “ � ; \ and /(r, y) = r�P-i + Xr^y. 
！ 
Then (1.2.9) follows from (1.2.10). 口 
j Now we turn to the case n < 4 + a - 2f3. Denote the completion of {y G 
••) 
j Ci[0,1] : y{l) = 0, y'(fi) = 0} under the inner product 
'i rl 
<y,z>= / r^y'z'dr 
Jo 
by 7iy. Consider the following two eigenvalue problems 
I — (r“+�'y = 入产 1 + � , y e Hn+p-i (1.2.11) 
1 
and 
I - {r'-^yy = F ^ _ y , y G ln-p. (1-2.12) 
H 
; ^ 
\ Under the conditions fi > 2 — n, and (1.1.6), one can show that the spectrum 
of (1.2.11) is discrete and positive; the same is true for (1.2.12) under the ad-
ditional condition n < 4 + cr — 2^. Furthermore, the first eigenvalue of (1.2.11) 
and (1.2.12), Ai(/^,cr,n) and ^i{p,a,n) respectively, are simple and their corre-
sponding eigenspaces are generated by positive functions. In particular, we see 
that Ai(/?，cr,n) coincides with the first eigenvalue of (1.2.1) when 0 is a ball 
centered at the origin. For the positive eigenfunction 也 we have 
I Lemma 1.2.5 Let n < 4 + a - 2(5. Then 
I � m > 0. � 
(ii) i|;{r) — ^(0) 二 0(r"-"+2) as r ^ 0+, and 
(iii) Ai(^,cr, n) > /ii(/9,o",n). 
Proof. Observing that 
Ai(/?,a,n) = Ai (0 , ( j - / ? ,n + / ? - l ) 
fnW, cr, n) = "1(0, a — P, n + f3 — 1), 









Proof of Theorem 1.1.2 (c): 
'H 
Notice that ^ satisfies: 




wherep = /^i(/^,cr,n).So 
I — f =广口斗 + ln_%', (1.2.13) 
r 
• and 
； —•,,' = (^ — 3 + n > r - " _ V + 广‘吟丨—(3 —几_"二4 —几—々）於".(i.2.14) 
Now assume that y{r) 二 u{x) is a solution of (1.2.8) and A satisfies 0 < A < 丛’ 
where /i = ((n + cr)/2{2 + a — f3))fj,. What we want to do is to deduce a 
. contradiction by showing that such y does not exist. To this end, we set 
1¾ 
?i 
’ < (^r) = r0(<^r), r G [0,1] (1.2.15) 
I 
j where S G (0，1] is to be determined. It is clear that ^{l)y'{lY > 0. 




i 4>' = x|; + Sr^\ 
\ 
.:1 
;1 ¢,' = 2StP' + r(^V, 
j 小…=i(j + n ) ^ + p V - " 0 — A^y—"+V-"—V 
- ( 3 - n - / ^ ) ( n - l - ^ ) V . 
In addition, we can calculate the factors on right hand side of (1.2.9): 
¢, — -(/) 二 5rx|y., 
A , - " ( ; + ^ ) + i [ r + ( - ― 崎 ” — 辦 - 叫 
V ^ y 2 [ r*3 J 
: = ( 2 + “ ) 卜 - ^ ^ ^ ^ 叫 , 、 
+2J (A — y ^ ^ V ) 广 阿 少 丨 . (1.2.16) 
10 
1 
Now we know ij)'{r) < 0 for r G (0，1) (c.f. [30]), so 
(1 + -] /1 r" - i+" U - -] fdr < 0, for all ^ > 0. 
V P”o L � 
Thus, since the left hand side of (1.2.9) is non-negative, we obtain the desired 
I contradiction if (1.2.16) is non-positive. In fact, since A G (0, fx(n + cr)/2(2 + a -
I 
I /?)] we can choose some 6 G (0,1] such that 
i � " + 2 < A < ‘ 几 + 卢 , , ^ - ^ + V -
I 4 - - 2(2 + a - f3) ^ 
•;i j 
j Thus both terms in the right hand side of (1.2.16) are non-positive when 
j r G ( 0 , l ) . 
When f3 = a 二 3 — n, (1.2.11) and (1.2.12) becomes, respectively, 
； -{r^u)' 二 Xr^u u G % , 
? 
and 
—u" = fiu u G 7io. 
These equations are just the same as in the case a 二 P 二 CF 二 0 and n 二 3 in 
i [8]. So the conclusion is the same, too. 口 
:i 
1.3 Non-existence (II) 
1 
;i ‘ 
j In this section we prove Theorem 1.1.2 (b). 
Lemma 1.3.1 Let u be a solution ofthe Dirichlet problem 
/ -di{{xfdiu) - m, in 0 M n 
\ u 二 0 on aO, 、丄丄” 
with finite J\xf\\/u\^dx. Under (B.3) and n < 4 - 2f3 + cr, we have 
r r 11/2 
||u||Loo(^ 2) < a / \x\^fdx . (1.3.2) 
3 ^J 12 -
I Proof. From Appendix B we know 
1 





for every 1 satisfying (B.3). Applying the Sobolev-Hardy inequality [13] to each 
I diU gives 
1 
) 
I / \xf^^-'\Vu\'dx < c\f H^|V2u|2+ [ |Vu|2 
； Ja — Ua Jn J 
J < C f \x\'fdx. (1.3.3) 
J — J a 
I ••! •| 
I Next, we claim that 




j 4 _ ^ > / 5 + /. (1.3.5) 
i 
,i I 
I For, let us introduce polar coordinates at y G H. Then 
I - < y ) = C ^ Q r , -
'i •j 
where R 二 diam 0 . (We have extended u to R^ by setting it to be zero outside 
0 . ) Therefore, 
|u(y)| < Ci f \x\^-^\Vu\^dx 
J12 
•| r /» "]l/2 r f il/2 
丨 < ¾ /M4-2n-/^•/办 / \xf+^-'\Vu\'dx 
丨 — L>/i2 Un 
r ii/2 
< C / \x\^^'-^\Vu\^dx . 
Un . 
I 
i So it suffices to verify that there exists 1 such that (1.3.5) and (B.3) hold. In 
.J 
j fact, when a > f3, we can choose 
i f3 — a for p > {cr + 2 — n) /2 
:i 1 = < 
1 2 — p — n + £ for p < (cr + 2 — n)|2 \ \ 
\ where 0 < e < 2 . Then one readily verifies that (1.3.5) and all assumptions in 
1 
！ Proposition B.1 are satisfied. On the other hand, when a < /?, let 1 = 0, we have 
i 
‘ p + 1 < 4 — n + cr — f3 < 4 — n. Hence (1.3.5) also holds. 口 
Now we can prove Theorem 1.1.2 (b). Let Q, be strictly star-shaped with 




some A > 0. By (1.2.7) we have 
(2 + . - / ^ ) A / j . | V c i . > 6 / j — " ( g ) � s 
： ^ ^« [Ly%^\ 
� f ]2 
二 Co / |^(|a;|"ftw)|ob . 
Un 
However, by Lemma 1.2.1 and duality we have 
r f ll/2 
j \^i{\xf^^u)\dx > Ci y^ \x\^u^dx . 
Hence we deduce that 
A & ^ r ^ > o -
Remark. As a corollary we have the following sharp Hardy-Sobolev inequality 
I 
in the case 3 < n < 4 + ¢7 — 2f3, 0 > P > 2 - n and a > f3 - 2: 
„ 「广 12/p r 
Ao / xMx + S / \x\^\u\Pdx < / \xf\Vu\'dx, (1.3.6) 
Ja Ua J Jn 
for all u e i7^(H), where S = C{a,PY^. In fact, if there is a function in 丑� ( 0 ) 
such that the above inequality does not hold, then Sx^ < S. By Lemma 1.3.1 
in the next section, it leads to the existence of solution for (1.1.2), contradicting 
Theorem 1.1.2 (b). 
If a = f3 = a = 0 (so n = 3), (1.3.6) implies a known sharp Sobolev inequality 
(Corollary 1.1 in [8]). In addition, there is no such inequality when n > 4 - 2 " + a . 
1 
1.4 Existence 
^ In this section we prove Theorem 1.1.1. Following the approach in [8], we 
look for solutions of the minimization problem 
I Sy^ = Sx{f3,a,a) = inf | J^ \xf\Vu\'dx -X Jjx\^\u\'dx^ 
over all u G Hp{fl) satisfying 






Any minimizer, which without loss of generality may assume to be non-negative, 
satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation 
: — (^！⑷“汰”)—A|a;|"t; = SA|x|^v^-'. 
In case S\ > 0, the function u 二 S]!^^~^\ solves (1.1.2). Since we consider 
1 A G (0, Ai), S\ is always positive and it suffices to study when S\ is achieved. 
When A = 0, So = S is related to the best constant in the Sobolev-Hardy 
inequality (1.1.4), that is, S � 二 C � a , P � _ \ where 
C(a, f3) = inf I ( /^^ \xf\Vu\'dxy^ (|^^ \xnu\^dx^ ‘ ： ^^^0 inF^(R^)| . 
When P < 0, C(a,/9) and the minimizers of S have been found in [10], namely, 
_ i 1 � o;r2(<S) 1 ~~s 
\ C ( A約 二 [(几 + “ — 2)(n + 功 - 3 [(2 + a - / ^ ) r ( 2 . ) j (1.4.1) 
where s = (n + a ) / (a — f3 + 2), u; is the volume of S^~^ and 
n+/?-2 
w,{x) 二 (£ + |4。-奸2)—^^’ £ > 0. (1.4.2) 
We begin with a lemma whose proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.2 in [8] and 
; is therefore omitted. 
Lemma 1.4.1 Under (1.1.3), (1.1.5)，(1.1.6) and f3 < 0, Sx is achieved pro-
vided 
0 < ^A < S. 
I . 
We are going to prove Theorem 1.1.1 (a) by showing that Sx < S when 
i n > 4 — 2P + a. Consider the quotient 
"I 
[\xf\Vv\^dx - A / \x\^\v\^dx 
i 糊 二 ^ " ~ 7 - . ^ — — 
i / X a V ^dx \ Un •1 )i _ 
1 We shall show that QA(^ 0 < S, for some v. 
3 
Letting 4> be a smooth function compactly supported in 0 and equal to 1 in 
a neighborhood of the origin, we set 





where e > 0 and evaluate each term in Qx{ue) as £ ~> 0+ as follows: 
^ 2a+2-p 
jjx\^\Vu^\'dx 二 0(1) + e ^ ( n + f3 — 2)^ 人打（已 + |^^^-奸2广"冗 
2—n-P . \2 r , + 2 ^ 1 - P , 
= 0 ( l ) + s M + 2 ( n + / ^ - 2 ) 2 u ; ^ (1 + 严 - 奸 2 ) 2 > 
2 ^ (n + / 5 - 2 ) ( n + a) r(^)^ 
i 二 聊 ― " a - / ^ + 2 _ ， 
where 5 = (n + a)/{a — f3 + 2). 
[\x\^\ue\Pdx = 0 ( l ) + e - s / ^ _ 2 s & 
Jn \) ^R- (£ + |x|^-^+2) 
； ,oo ^n+o;-l 
= 聊 叫 ( 1 + 产 奸 2 ) 2 > 
i � � r(sf 
= _ + 「 3 ^ 3 ^ 赫 . 
j 
If n > 4 - 2p + cr, we have 
f 9 , � 4-n-2/3+g /00 广打一1+" 
JJxnuel'dx = O{l)^o^e «书2 义 ( 1 + 严_奸2广如 
( n + a \ ( n + 2 p - 4 — c r � 
4-n-2/3+q- F 1 
� 1 � I u;e a-/H2 y q - / ^ + 2 ; V a-/J + 2 ； 
二 0 ( 1 ) + a - / 3 + 2 r x ^ , 
where t 二（n + P — 2) / (a — f3 + 2). If n = 4 — 2f3 + a, we can take 0 < Ri < R2, 
such that Bni(0) C 0 C 召拖(0), thus 
[ X ^lUel^dx < f \x\^\Ue\^dx < f \x\^\Us\^dx , 
JBR^ j^ ^Bn^ 
\ as ‘ 
i . nR y,2(n+^-2)-l 
； 1 丨 < " 办 = 0 W + C^/ ( H P _ ^ f " r 
i = ^ ) + ^ 3 ^ | l o g s | , 
where 8 = {n + f3 — 2)/{a — (3 + 2), we have 
(n + / 9 - 2 ) ( n + g) ( c o n s r y - ' ^ ' r ^ 
仏 ⑷ = ^ a - f 3 ^ 2 Y - V ^ l w J - 她 ) + 。 ( 6 ) 
\ = S - Xg{e) + 0(e'^/^) as e — 0+, 
I ;i 





!> 1 j .1 j 
j 
I i> t 
where 
‘ 4+o--2jg-n , 2(n+oQ 
c^e “-奸2 十 p(a-^2), if n > 4 — 2p + cr 
1 " � = < 
2{n+a) 
I C^2eP(Q-"+2), if n < 4 — 2f3 + cr 
•| Ci and C2 are positive constants depending only on a,/3 and n. Thus, if s is 
j 
small enough, we have 
‘ ^ < 仏 ⑷ < s. 
丨 The proof of Theorem 1.1.1 (a) is finished. 口 
I The proof of Theorem 1.1.1 (b): 
:• 
I Suppose that A satisfies Ji < A < Ai. It suffices to prove S\ < S by Lemma 
！ 
i 1.3.1. In fact 
i Sx < [ xf\V^\^dx-X f \x\^\^\^dx 
—Ja J^ 
= ^ + (^C{a,(3Yjjx\^\^\Uxy' Jjx\^\i;\'dx-XJjx\^\^\'dx 
=(ji-A) f kri^r dx+s 
‘ J12 
； < >s. 
• 
Finally, we point out that Theorem 1.1.1 (c) is basically contained in [30]. In 
； fact, by Proposition 2.8 and Theorem 3.5 therein one can conclude that (1.2.8) 
has a solution in Hn+p-i provided ^i < ^ < Ai. 
-1 � 
.j i^ 
1.5 Radial Symmetry of Solutions j •4 
.'1 
I We study the symmetry of the solution of (1.1.2) in this section. Consider (1.2.3) 
k 
i again. We pose some conditions on the nonlinearity f{x, z) in (1.3.1) as follows. 
I (F1) f e C^{0>\{0} X R+,R+) and f is non-decreasing in z. 
(F2) There exists a constant p > 1, such that if A > 1, then 
f{x, Xz) < A^"V(x, z), for all (x, z) G n x R+. 
16 
f 
(F3) There exists a constant a > -n, such that if x, x € H and 0 < |a:^| < |到， 
then 
； f[^^z) < / ( 全 , 么 ) 
x\^ _ 丨到" 
Theorem 1.5.1 Suppose that (F1), (F2) and (F3) hold, a{x) 二 M"，where 
a<pf3/2, 0>(3>4-2n. //0-^(0), (i^>0), andu “aC^2(^R(0)\{0})n 
C^{BR{0)\{0})-solution, then u is radially symmetric in ^(0). 
； Before proving the theorem we state two more corollaries. 
Corollary 1.5.1 Suppose that 
/Or,u) = f>(^) (1.5.1) 
i i=l 
: where each hi satisfies (F1), {F2)p^ and (F3)«, for pi > 1，-n < a, < pi^/2, 
\ respectively, i = l , 2 , . " , [ Then anyC2(^^(0)\{0})nC^i(B_R(0)\{0}) -solution 
of (1.3.1) is radially symmetric in 0 = _B^(0), 
Proof. Directly verify that (1.5.4) and (1.5.5) below hold in this case, so The-
orem 5.1 can be applied. 口 
Corollary 1.5.2 Forf(x,u) = \x\^uP-^^X\xfu, ifQ > f3 > 4 - 2n, a < pp|2, 
a < f3, p = 2{n + cr)/{n + f3 — 2), then the conclusion of corollary 4.2 still hold 
provided X > 0. 
Proof. Set in Corollary 4.2: hi = \x\^uP-\ h2 二 X\x\^u, and pi = p, p2 = 2; 
ai = a and a2 二 cr. • 
Remark. The condition a,- < Pipj2 in Corollary 4.2 is corresponding to that of 
Theorem 1, in [19]: / (r ,w) is decreasing in r. 
； To prove Theorem 5.1, we employ here the method of moving plane. Consider 
i any hyperplane T\ in R^, where 入 is a parameter represents the distance the 
； hyperplane from the origin. For convenience, we take T\ : Xi 二 A, that is, 
the unit normal of T\ is (1,0,...，0). Let E(A) 二 {a; G Bn : a^ i > X} for A > 0 
and E(A) 二 { x G Bn :工1 < A} for A < 0, respectively. For x eR^, we denote 






1 ( 1 
I . 
•:i I 
X 二 a;A = (2A — x1,x2,.. .,Xn). So that |a;^ | < |o:| in either case if |A| < R and 
X e E(A). There is a basis relation between x and x^: 
I 丄 = — 丄 丄 二 丄 (1.5.2) 
dx^ - dxi' dxl dxi 
% — 2，3，• • •) Th« 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 
Define 
f / ^ A � " / 2 � 
A = {Xe {0,R) ： hx{x)-—— u{x^)-u{x) > 0 in S(A) ^ . [ \ ^ 
Step 1. We prove that A + 0. Indeed A G A if A is sufficiently close to R (say 
A > R|2). Since u vanishes on ^ ^ ( 0 ) and u satisfies 
： Ati + P\x\-\Au < 0 in S(A), A G (0, R) 
1 Qu 
： (because of f > 0). Thus — < 0 at {R, 0 , . . . , 0) by Hopf Lemma (cf. Lemma 
U Jy 1 
1.2 in [10])’ hence 
A (\^f^u) : R ^ � < 0 . 
^ ^ 1 \ (fi,0,...,0) ^ ^ 1 (fi，0’...’0) 
By continuity ^ (|a:|""w) < 0 in a neighborhood of {R, 0 , . . . ’ 0). Let A be so 
close to R that both Y.{\) and its reflection through T\ are contained in this 
neighborhood. By the mean-value theorem for each x G S(A), there exists ^ 
lying on the line segment between x and x such that 
\x\^l^hx{x) = \x^\^l\{x^)-\x\^'M^) 
二 （ 2 入 _ 2 : ^ 1 ) 去 肿 〜 0 ) 〉 0 , 
丨 that is A € A. 
Step 2. For A G {-R, i^)\{0}, define 
丨 / T^  \卢“ \ 
； ” ( ^ = i u(x^) :r G S(A)\{0^}. 
\ ^ 
Then v{x) satisfies 








In fact, by (1.5.2) if o:^  + 0, we have 
. , , .、 (\^'\\'^ d ( , du{x')] 丨 di{ X ^div)= ——h ^ a; ~~^~\~ 
V kl J 7^1 ^ i^ V 加 } / 
u{x^) f S(x^) — S{x)\ 
+ {\x^\\x\y [pfJ^" H — , 
where 
； 释 “ 參 — 刚 2 ) 4 冷 - - 2 ) 1 ^ . 
Since |:r^ | < |a;| in S(A), by (F2) and (F3) we have 
\ a , , ^ , , , A ( A , , n ^ h ' , m / 2 + n-2)u{x>^) r 1 _1_1 
汰（|冗|"如）二 _ / ( o ; , u ( a O ) ( ^ m J + ~ ^ 2 ( H M ) " ^ [ F F — M 2 _ 
( X \ ' X , 
! < - 4 - f{x\u{x')) • 
rf* <A 
I \工 / 
久 2 / \ -(卩广) < (l^y/(x\u(x^))-(4L) 2 f{xM^'))-n^^<^)) V ^ / \ ^ / � "(p—l) , \ “^ / A^ \ 2 ^ o- / 7* \ 2 � � 
< — + - 引 f{x^u{x'))-f{x,v{x)) 
V kl J F r V ^  / 
< -f{x,v{x)). (1.5.4) 
Step 3. We prove that for A G (0,i^), if hx > 0 in S(A), then hx > 0 in S(A) 
and g|^(M^) < 0 on Tx n BR(0). 
Proof: By step 2, we know that hx(x) 二 v(x) — u(x) satisfies 
j di{lxfdMx)) = di{\xfd^v{x))-di{\xfdiu{x)) 
< -f{x,v{x))^f{x,u{x)). (1.5.5) 
•j 
5 Since hx{x) > 0 in E(A), that is u(x) < v{x) in S(A), by (F1) we have 
j -f{x, v{x)) + f{x, u{x)) < 0 in E(A). 
I 
By the strong maximum principle, either hx > 0 or hx 三 0 in S(A). However 
hx{R, 0’ •.. ’ 0) 二 v{R, 0,. •., 0) - (|2A - R\/RY^\ u{2X - R, 0 , . . . , 0) > 0, hx 




Moreover, by Hopf's Lemma, since hx 三 0 on Tx fl ^ ( 0 ) , we have 
: d,{lxf^%u{x)) = - h x f f ' ^ < 0 on Tx H ^ ( 0 ) . 
2 uXi 
Step 4. A = {0,R). 
Were it not the case, we move the hyperplane Tx down until at a critical 
location: T" where /i > 0, that is, for any positive e < fJ^, e 贫 A. By continuity 
we know that h^{x)ge{) in E(A), thus in view of step 3, 
h^{x) > 0 in S(A) and di{\x\^l\[x)) < 0 on Tx H Bn(0). (1.5.6) 
From the definition of /i there exist {Afc}, 0 < Xk < fh h tends to /i as k — 00, 
and {xk}, Xk G S(A^) such that 
！ h,,{xk) < 0. (1.5.7) 
� Without loss of generality we may assume that {xk} converges to some Xo in 
A. We have h^{xo) < 0 by the continuity of u{x). By (1.5.6) we must have 
a;o G 泥⑷.By (1.5.7) we know 
^ ( k o | ^ / M ^ o ) ) > 0 . (1.5.8) 
lfxo e TpClBR, we obtain a contradiction. On the other hand iixo G ^%,(1.5.8) 
would mean that the outer normal derivative of u at Xo is non-negative and thus 
contradicts to Hopf Lemma. We conclude that A = (0, R). 
Step 5. u is radially symmetric in Bji(Q). 
If we denote A— = {A € (-R,0) : hx(x) < 0 in E(A)}. We can prove similar 
to step 1 - step 4, A" 二 ( — 1,0). Now it follows from this fact that u is symmetric 




We prove here the boundedness and positivity of weak solutions of (1.1.2). 
Proposition A.1 Let (1.1.3)，(1.1.5) and (1.1.6) hold. Then every solution of 
j (1.1.2) is bounded. 
i ； 
I 20 •'i 3 
1 • I ^ 
••.1 • 
I Proof. Let q > 1. Define g G C^(R+) by 
j tq if 0 < t < N 
^ 
3 g{t) = 9N{t)= < 
I linear if N < t, ； V 1 � 
5 and set 
n G{u)= r\g{s)\^dS. 
二 Jo 
dm 
I For t > 0, we have 
1 g{tf < tG{t) < t'G\t) < q'g{t). (A.1) 
Z 
^ Take 4> = r]^G{u) in (1.1.7), where r] is a nonnegative smooth function to be 
=1 
2 specified later. 
圉 j We first estimate the left hand side of (1.1.7). By (A.1) we have ^ 
i f b i ^ ( v u . v<^) > / i x i v i v ^ H r — 2 g / ki^^(u)77i(v^(u). v " ) i 
3 Jn — Jn 拟 
I > / H V | V " M | 2 _ Cq' f lxfg{uflVrjl'. (A.2) 
i — Ja Jn 
! On the other hand, 
9 




• f klV|v^(u)r < q'c([ \x\^g{uf\Vri\' 
i Ja \Jn 
I + [ (M"wP-i + X\x\^u^)r]'g{uy) (A.3) 
5 Jo. / 
i. 
3 By Hardy-Sobolev inequality and (A.3), 
賽 f |xr|ry^(u)H ^ < q'C [ / (\xf\Vrj\' + Ix^rj' + Ix^u^-W) g{^f 
I Ua LA2 \ � 
i / � \ p-i/ p \ _A_ 
^ < q'cf {\xf\Vrj\' + lxrrj')g{uY + / ⑷^/奸卫 ^ / M1""(u,+i 奸1 
j — Ja Yiv^"0} / \^" y 
1 For each Xo G H, let R = R{xo) be small enough that 
！ r p+i 




！ I 1 • 
] 
Now take r| G C^{B2R{x0)), such that 
0 < rj < 1, 7] = 1 in BR(xo), |V"| < 2 / K 
Then we have 
2 
. f k r h ^ ( u ) H ^ < ^ c [ (\x\w+kiv) "(u)2. 
jBn{xo) � ) J — JB2RM ^ , 
Letting N ~ ~ � 0 0 , we get 
[/ | . r u H ^ < .¾/ ( S + H")"g 
JBR(xo) JB2R{x0) \ n / 
L J 
1 
< q'clf k r fi + 4 ) H ' 
— [JB2R{x0) V B?J 
i where . 
广 J n + g 72 + g x^ + U ^ + M (A 41 
5 G m a x U , ~ " , ~ ~ , ~ ^ ^ , 6 ~ ^ 卜 ~ ~ ^ ( J 
V t ^ + ^ ^ + p 2 J z y 
and 
a — a 1 + p 
0 = ;~". 
p — 1 n + a 
Since (1.1.6) remains valid, it is not hard to show that S < 1. A simple covering 
argument yields that u € L^(i+^(^2, \x\^dx) for qo = (l+p)/2<s. On the other 
hand letting rj = 1 in (A.3) and by our choice of 5, we have 
(丄 i$mwr+i)p < q^c l{\x\v-' + A^ r) g�uf. 
The first term in the right liand side of the above inequality can be estimated as 
； / W 1 * ) | V - i < ||u||;-(;+p),JbMll^i+p),« 
JQ. 
where 
i = 2go 
； X = k o ( l + P ) 1 + l ] . 
For the second term, if cr > a, we have directly 
/ kr^W<^II^HII^i+p),c.; 
J^ 
4 s I } 
i 22 \ j 
‘ » 
,t i 
I 4 ? 
i 
if cr < a, 
x(l+p)-2 
： r 1 r x(i+pV-2o^ X x(i+p) � i / \xY9{uf < / M x(i+P)-2 ||^ HII^ l+p),. 
JQ. \J^ / 
i 
where by (A.4), we have 
斜 咖 — 2 “ > —n. 
x ( l + P ) - 2 
\ So 
lkHII^ +p,c < qM (IMI&i+p): +1) M^Wx{i^p),a' 
Letting N ~> oo, we get 
1 
IMI^i+p),a < (c^^M|�g(i+p)，a 
i 
which leads to 
||u||Loo < OO, 
by iteration. 口 
Proposition A.2 Any weak solution of (1.1.2) is positive in 0 . 
Proo f . By the strong maximum principle, u is positive in 0\{0} . Now Lemma 
4.2 in [10] shows that 
u > min u(x) > 0, 
—dBr{0)、， 
for 5；：^ CC 0 . ° 
Appendix B 
j In this appendix we establish a regularity property of the solution for a 
j degenerate elliptic equation used in Section 1.3. Consider the Dirichlet problem 
！ -di{\x\Pdiu) = \xYf{x) inO 
(B.1) 
u = 0 on dVt 
\ 
\ where a and f3 satisfy 
I 0 > p > 2 - n, a>f3-2 (B.2) 










• , ( 
. 1 
• 1 • 
• 
and f e L\Vt, \x\^dx). By standard argument one can show that (B.2) admits 
•  1 
a unique solution in the sense that 
f \xfVuV^dx = f \xff{x)^{x)dx 
i Jn Jn 
•| 
( 
i for all 小 e H � [ n ) . 
I Proposition B.1 Suppose that (B.2) holds. Let u be a solution of (B.1). Then 
j for any 1 satisfying i j 
'I 
] 0 > 1 > P - a, n — 2 + /? + / � 0 , (B.3) 
i 
I there exists a constant C 二 C[P,cr,V), such that 
f X 奸1 V'ul'dx < C f \x\^f{x)'dx . (B.4) 
； Jn J^ \ \ 
When P > a，(B.4) remains valid for 1 二 0. 
Proof. For (^  G (0,1) define 
t S < t < oo 
" ⑷ 二 P5{t) 二 ^ ^ 0 < t < S. 
\ 
i 
Let u = W5(z) be the unique solution of (B.1) where |a:| is replaced by (p(|^2))i/2. 
； It is not hard to see that (B.4) follows if we can establish the inequality 
/ n^\W^u\'dx < C f lxl^f{xfdx (B.5) 
Jo, — J^ 
for C independent of 6. However since ps is still not smooth enough for formal 
j differentiation we approximate it by ps,e, e € (0,1) which satisfies: (1) p5,s{i) 二 
ps{t) for t e [0,^/2) U (3(^/2,oo), (2) p5,e ~~^ p5 uniformly as s ~~^ 0, (3) 
i ps^ e is convex on [0 ,00) and (4) 
\ 
i (l + e o K e W > t A , . W (B.6) 
for some positive £�satisfying 
； n + (/^  + Z - 2 ) ( l + So) > 0 . 
J .1 
• 24 





• . j 
.l . 
By (B.3) such £�exists. 
Denote by u = u5,e the unique solution of (B.1) with |a;| is replaced by 
/ / 2 = p^J . We shall establish (B.5) with C independent of S and e. Clearly 
； this implies (B.4). 
I Without loss of generality we shall also assume f is smooth and consequently 
i u is also smooth in 0 . By differentiating the equation we have 
丨 -d^[P^4 = dAp*f). 
i 
: Let T] be a smooth function compactly supported in 0 which equals to one in a 
neighborhood N of the origin. We multiply the above equation by rfpi"djU and 
then integrate over 0 
f d,{p^diu)d,{p^rj^dju) dx 二 [ d,{p^f)p'r|'dju dx . (B.7) 
JCl JQ 
\ If 1 < 0, we can estimate the left hand side of the above identity as follows 
I dj{p^diu)di{p^rj^dju) dx 
Jn 
二 f v' [ P^|v^r + {P + />^-i&ft f ^ ) “ 
Ja V 乙 / 
广 色 1 
^f3lp^-^p'^xixjdiudju ] dx + 2 / r]diT]djudj{p2 diu)p^dx 
J ^ "2\_/V" 
> / ^ v ^ | v ^ r - ^ / | w ! W H 2 ^ - V + n " V " ^ - i + 
— J n 2 Ja 
+ ( � + 1 — 2)p''p^-'\x\W + 2rjp'p^-ixAri ] — C [ (|Vup + \Au\') 
*J i"2\7V" 
> [,2^^|v^r-(綱((1 + 如 靜 - 例 f | w | V , i 
—jQ, 2 Jo. 
—cf (|Vu|2 + | A u | 2 ) . " (B.8) 
I J^\N \ , 
Notice that we have used (B6). On the other hand, by integrating by parts, we 
can estimate the right hand side of (B.7): 
f d][p5riP^n"d3udco = Jo, 
二 -fp3f(Lp^ip'ri^x^jU + 2r]f)^d3rjdfa + f)^rfAu] 
Ja \2 / 
< C f |才+乂"2|^—2 + 尸） +仏 ( " |尸 " 2 
_ Jn\N ^ 1 J^ 
\ 
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： +. f pf+viv2t,|2 + t- f p5"-i|Vu|VMV2 
, Jn Jn 
< c f |xr' kivup + /^]+a/ p^^fW 
i — Jn\N L JJ7 
+£ f p^,f\V'u\^ + 2e f / > f _ V | V " l V . (B.9) 
Jn Jn 
In the last line we have used (B.3) ancl (B.6). By putting (B.7) and (B.8)together 
we obtain 
I Jp^v'l^M' < C U^ (|v.2"r + |V"|2 + ,” + ( # / v 







Critical Dimension of a Hessian 
Equation Involving Critical 
Exponent 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we study the critical exponent and critical dimensions of the 
k-th Hessian operator {k < n/2) on the ball. Consider the following problem: 
5,(V2u) 二 (—u)*) + X ( - u ) ' in Q 
< u < 0 inO (2.1.1) 
u — 0 on (90 
\ 
where Vt is a smooth bounded domain in R " {n > 3), and Sk is the k-th Hessian 
operator of V ^ . Recall that if Ai , - . . , A^  are the eigenvalues of ( V ^ ) at x, then 
I ^ ( V ^ ) = E A q . . A . 
1<«1 <---<ik<n 
Notice that k = 1 and k = n corresponds to Laplace and Monge-Ampere opera-
I tor respectively. Exponent 7(A:) is given by Chou [9 
(n + 2)A; 1 , , / � ~^~I~~)— 1 < k < n|2 
/T \ n — 2k 7(fc)= 
00 n / 2 < k < n. 
Notice that when k 二 1, the Hessian operator is the Laplacian and 7(l) = {n + 




as the “critical exponent" for Sk{V^u) in view of the embedding inequality [42 
！ [ \u\^ < C f ( -u)5 ' fc (V^) , n a ball, 
Jn Ja 
which holds if and only if p < ^{k). It is further witnessed by the fact that the 
problem {p > k, 0 is a ball) 
/ & ( •、） = ( -々， u < 0, in 0 (2 1 2) 
\ u 二 0 on dn � •  
is solvable if and only if p < ^{k). See Tso [9] for details. 
Throughout the chapter we only consider the case 1 < k < n/2 (so n > 3). 
We first determine the critical dimension of (2.1.1). 
Theorem 2.1.1 Let 0 = ^i(0) and 
Ai =： inf|^ j\-'\yf^' ： y G C^O,!], y ( l ) = 0, / 广 ” “ 严 丄 = l } . 
(i) Ifn > 2k{k + 1)，there exists a radial solution of (2.1.1) for A G (0,Ai). 
(ii) If 2k < n < 2k{k + 1), there exists a radial solution of (2.1.1) for all 
A G (A*,Ai), for some positive A* < Ai — Ctn�^-*S，where S is the best 
constant ofSobolev,s defined in the next section. 
Theorem 2.1.2 (i) Let 0 be an admissible domain which is strictly star-shaped 
with respect to the origin. There is no solution of (2.1.1) for X < 0. 
(ii) Let n = Bi(0). There is no solution of (2.1.1) for A > Ai. 
(iii) Let n = Bi(0). If2k < n < 2k{k + 1), then there exists A* > 0, such that 
there is no solution of (2.1.1) for 0 < A < A” where 
,/ n \^ 
X = {2k{k + 1) - n)C'^ (^ J^ . 
So the critical dimensions of (2.1.1) are the positive integers in {2k, 2k{k+l)). 
When k 二 1，the critical dimension is 3. This was first proved in [8 . 
The plan of the present chapter is as follows. In Section 2.2, we determine the 
best constant and minimizers in Sobolov inequality for Sk. The existence and 




2.2 Preliminary Results 
A radially symmetric classical solution of (2.1.1), u{x), solves the following 
equation when 0 = Bi{0): 
r^k 
^{T--\y'f)' 二 r - - i [ (—y)#) + X{-y)% y < 0 in (0, 1) (2.2.1) 
n 
and y{l) = 0’ where y{r) = u{x), \x\ = r. Denote the completion of the set 
E = {y G C^[0,1] : y{l) = 0} under the norm 
/ nl \l/(^+l) 
||y|k^+i = Wy'Ww,n-k = [1 r^-']yf^'drj 
by W^^^. Similarly, W^+^ is the completion of all smooth functions with compact 
support in [0, +oo) under the norm 
/ />oo , , 1 \l/(^+l) 
|丨 " | |一 + 1 = (乂 r--'lyf^'dr) . 
Basic embedding results for W^^^ and W ^ i can be found in [9]. We give some 
proofs here for the sake of completion. 
Proposition 2.2.1 Suppose k > 1. Then for each a e (k, {n — 2k + l)k), there 
exists a constant C 二 C{a) such that 
� ,7(fe)+i 
r ^ n - i , p ( . ) + i ^ , < ^ ( r -\yf^ 'dr ' ' ' , (2.2.2) 
Jo Uo 
for all y G W^+^. In particular, (2.2.2) holds for a = n — k. 
Proof. Let f3 G (击，二 + ” ) , then for y G W ^ i，b y H51der inequality we 
have . , . , , 
»oo fOO / 广0  X7(fc) + 1 
L r^-i|yr(^)+Mr< J^ r “ ( J 丨“‘(拳) dr 
，7(fe) + l _ … ,fe(^(fe) + l) 
< 广 广 1 [ £ > _ | " 训 糾 " , ] 叫 [ / 厂 “ 平 叫 … d r 
fe(7(fe) + l) 









By using Minkowski inequality, we have 
fe(7(fe)+i) 
: 1 > - 1 | # 晰 1 办 - ( ^ ^ ) … � _ | M _ > X 
… Vfe)+1 
fe^l X 知+1 
[f>-i+"-)—x®L}(#] "j , 
that is，(2.2.2) holds with 
kh(k)+i) 
C ci3^ 聯 1 ) {~~-~") "1 . 
G —�(") — nk(k + 1) + (k - p{k + l))(7(W + 1) \fKk + 1) - k) 
： In particular, C _ ) = 妨 占 ) 等 - 圳 . 口 
Furtheremore we have [9 
Proposition 2.2.2 VK^ +^  is continuously embedded in L^+^([0,l],r^"Mr) for 
all 0 < p < j{k), and the embedding is compact for p < ^{k), 
Proof. It suffices to prove that VF^ +^  4 4 i7+i([0, l ] ,r"- i ( /r) if p < 7 . Let 
E C VF^i be a set bounded by a positive constant K. For x G E, we have 





( k \ ^ " r 2k^ , , 2^ _ A _ 
< K\r k - ( r + t) fe 卜 ， 
—{n-2kJ 
{t > 0). So ‘ _±_ »1 ( k \ 兩 ri 
i r-^K^ + t ) - . W r ^ . < ( ^ j I<l _ r 
where 
1 2fe-n , . 2k-n k{l+p) 
Ht{r) = r^"^[r~ - (r + t)^]矢+i . 
‘ Since p < 7(fc), with the aid of Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we 
can easily deduce that 
f ^ H t { r ) d r ~ ^ 0 as t ~^0+, i 0^ 
i 30 ！ 
I , 
！ I i I 5 
1 i • 
that is, 
广广-1 \x{r + t) 一 x{r)l^^^dr 一 0 as t 一 0+ 
Jo 
uniformly in x G E, which just shows that the set E is relatively compact in 
L^+i([0,l];r^-Mr). 口 
Here is an example showing that the embedding W^^^ 4 ZP<&)+i([0, l]-r^'^dr) 
is not compact. Take a function 小 G C^[0, l ] satisfying: 0 < 小 < 1, supp</> C 
[0,1/2], (/)三 1 in [0，l/4]; and ||(/>f+^  = B > 0. We define 
^(r^) = 2<^^^c^2V). z = l , 2 , . . . (2.2.3) 
Then ||也||奸1 二 B, but 
ii<^ ,+^ -</>�;gri，n—i2fii-2—^ i. 
In other words, the set {^i } is not relatively compact in L)(W+i([0,1]; r^'^dr). 
Denote , � 
? / … I 
S 二 inf L r + i : y G i y ^ + ^ { 0 } . 
[ y ^{k) + l,n-l J 
Since the ratio ||y||^ii/l|y||^Hi,n-i i^  invariant under the scaling transforma-
tion we have 
� 
( poo 
/ j,n-k yf A:+1^ ^ 
S 二 inf ~ J i 3 ^ ： y e W ^ 1 \ { 0 } • (2.2.4) 
「厂⑷ 1 /Ml1 7 1 "^I^ / r -^i|y|^(^)+i(fr 
.Uo J 
It is not hard to prove that there exists yo G VV4+i, yo < 0, such that 
[ r ^ y o | # ) + i " r = 1 and [ r ^ - ' K l ' ^ ' d r = 5. (2.2.5) 
Then yo solves 
(^Ayfc ) , 二 5Vn—l(i)7(fc)， y < 0 
, (2.2.6) 
j ( 0 ) = Ci, y ' (0)=0 
31 
'i i 
Proposition 2.2.3 The best contant and extremal functions in the minimiza-
tion problem (2.2.4)肌已 given respectively by 
—(n-2kyinmfk)Y. 二 nTy* [m^j， 
丨 (、 —c 
i "o(r) 二 ⑶ 
丨 （A + r2) 2k 
j . 
i where X > 0 and ^ 
I n-2k 
丨 � ( k \ ^ 1 ^ ^ n-2k 
I a = 5 ~ ~ — A^wiT. 
丨 \n — 2k J 
L -
I Proo f . One can verify directly that yo solves (2.2.5) and (2.2.6). To complete the 
I proof we observe that by a standard argument (2.2.6) has at most one solution. 
I • 
2.3 Existence Results 
In this section we prove Theorem 1. We shall follow the approach in [14] to 
look at the minimization problem: 
入4 = inf{J(u) : u G 1^&+1\{0}} (2.3.1) 
where 
fc+i 
f^k pi fl 1 7(fe) + i 
^ / r^-^\u'\^+^dr - A / r^-i|w|^(^)+Mr 
J(u) 二 J(u,7(^), A) 二 •^ ji~" . 
/ r^-^\u\^^^dr 
0 (2.3.2) 
Any minimizer satisfies the following Euler-Lagrange equation 
Cn rn-k ,,/ fc-l,/V A ( & + 1 u “ � - & ^ r^-l U ^ _ ^ — ;(r 1^  ^ ) — ^ �7(fc) + 1 ^  训+1’-1) “ ^ ^  
= A,iM&-^  (2.3.3) 
in weak sense. Thus if u is normalized so that (7(fc) + l)||^^|| (^t)+tn-i 二（&+1)或 
then u solves (2.2.1) with A 二 入义.Regularity of the weak solution of (2.2.1) is 
given by 
32 
Lemma 2.3.1 Any non-positive weak solution of (2.3.3) in VF^i is actually 
negative and in C^[0,1]. Consequently u{x) = y{\x\) solves (2.1.1) in classical 
sense in Bi{0). 
Proof. Let y be a weak solution of (2.3.3). Then y satisfies 
91 广 r “ y' k-^,dr 二 广产工(A|y|"(W-i + A|y| "^^ ) y<pdr (2.3.4) 
n Jo Jo � 
foi all ^ e 妒+ i . 
For a fixed r in (0,1), we choose Lp so that it is equal to 1 on (0,r], linear 
between r and r + S, and equal to zero on [r + S, 1). Taking (p as a test function 
in (2.3.4) and then letting 5 go to zero yields 
9lr“ / k-iy, 二 厂,n—i r^ |^|7(fc) + A|y|^ ) dt. 
n Jo ^ , 
From this the conclusion of the lemma can be drawn easily if y is bounded. 
In what follows we show that y is bounded. For q > 1, define 
f P t € [0, N) 
g { t ) = . 
linear t > N \ — 
G{u)= rw{t)]'^'dt. (2.3.5) 
Jo 
Then we have 
u'^'G\u) < q'^'g{uf^\ G{u) < uG\u) (2.3.6) 
Let <p = rj^^^G{-y) be a test function in (2.3.4), where “ is a non-negative 
smooth function. Then 
"1 rl ^ A:+1 
- j , “ W ” y V > / o ^ V + i y ( i ) 
-(A; + 1) l ' r - - ' \ y f G { - y ) ^ W \ 
By (2.3.4) and (2.3.6) we have 
1 7 fc+1 r 广1 
f r--' riidi-y) < C ? + i / , - " b ( 1 ) " f + i 
Jo dt L^o 
+ 广广1 ( ( 1严- * + 1) (""(1))叫-(2.3.7) 
J 0 • 
33 
1 
By Propsition 1.2 and (2.3.7) we also have 
k^l , fc+1 
i (/V-1|",(1)|.)+1)* < c [ r“ ^(v9{-y)) 
\J0 J Jo CLl 
\ < C q K i [广1 ( 1)广+ 1(|"'广+ 1+严） 
U0 
+ 广,-1("分(1)严(1严)叫. （2.3.8) 
Jo J 
Notice that 
: 广 “ ( " " ( 1 ) 严 1 ( 1 严 ) - ' 
Jo 
. j 
: < [ / , - i ( i r ( H ^ [ 广 “ ( " " ( 1 ) ) 修 1 1 鍋 . 
—L^(^^o) LJo 
： For each t G [0，1], there exists 5 二 5{t) > 0, such that 
1 7(fe)-fc 
�广计各 … J ^(^)+i 1 
况 + 1 / 广 1 ( 1 )郝 1 < - . 
[Jt-s J 乙 
Now take r] G Cg^[t ,^ t + 5], such that 
O < 7 y < l , " 三 1 i n [ f - J / 2 , f + <V2], W\ < 2/(^. 
Then by letting N ^ 00 from (2.3.8) we have 
fe+1 (/_,-i(-f(Wp)+ig^^/:Vi(i^) 
\Jt-S/2 / <J Jt-5 
:1 
丨 ^化(广广1(1广1)3)"7广厂(“-甲)吉)，（2.3.9) 
一 5&+l \Jt—5 / \Jt-S 
] Letting 
i ^ ( n 7 W + l ) 
彳 ' t [ri^k^V fc + 1 ) , 
then (n — k — {n — l)/s)s/{s — 1) > —1, and with a simple covering argument 
(2.3.9) becomes 
fc+i 1 i^g 











' : | 
Let qo = {j{k) + l)/{k + l)5, then by the choice of 5, we know qo > 1, and 
y G L)(")+i([0, l],r^-^dr) implies y G 1卯(乂")+1)([0，l],r^-^dr). From (2.3.10) we 
also have 
l|ylU7(fc) + l),n-l < {Cq)^WyWs{k+l)q,n-l' 
An iteration yields 
\\y\\Loo < C. (2.3.11) 
• 
To deal with the minimization problem (2.3.1), we introduce the minimiza-
tion problem with non-critical exponent p, k < p < 7(A;): 
� = ^ p , A) = mi{J,{u) : u G H^"+i\{0}} (2.3.12) 
where 
, k±± nk 广1 � fi 1 p+i 
i � / r^-^\u'l^+^dr-A / r^ -^ |u|P+Mr 
Mu) = J(u;p,A) = ^ -, ^ ^ . (2.3.13) 
/ r -^i|u|^+^c/r 
Jo 
With a simple argument, we see that for any y € W^+i\{0}, and pi > p2, 
Jp2{y) > JpM > Jiik){y) = J�y\ 
that is, fj,p is decreasing in p. Moreover it is not hard to prove that p 1~^ > � i s 
upper semicontinuous. Hence 
fip — XA a s p ^ 7 W - (2.3.14) 
By Proposition 1.2 we know that |^p is obtained by some y^  G W^^^ with y^  < 0 
and 
J ^ b J G , n - i = ^ (2.3.15) 
It is clear that {yp} is bounded in ^^奸1’ so there exists a subsequence (still 
denoted by yp) such that 
yp j y weakly in W^^^ 
yp ^ y weaklyini7^+i([0, l ] ,r"- i^fr) (2.3.16) 
y^ — y strongly in L'^\[0,l],r^-'dr) 











where y G W^^^ and t < 7(A;). Since 
I A^ < J{y , 'n {k) .A) < J ( y p ; p , A ) = � (2.3.17) 
by (2.3.14) we see J(yp;7(A;),A) = J{y^) ~> A^ as p •> 7 ( k ) _ , that is, { y ^ } is 
j also a minimizing sequence of (2.3.2). 
i Proposition 2.3.1 If A^+5 > -00 for some S > 0, then A^ is attained by some 
VA e ^^^+^ 
Proof. By the above argument we know that {y^} (pass to subsequence if 
j necessary) is also a minimizing sequence of A^. Let yA 二 V, where y is in 
(2.3.16). What we have to prove is that 
1 
j yp 一 y strongly in i7^+i([0,l]，Z—i^). (2.3.18) 
'； 
To this end, notice by (2.3.15) that y^ satisfies 
— 广 r ^ - \ y ' f ^ ' d T - 广 广 1 ( ( I p f - I + A 4 l P ) ' - i ) w d r (2.3.19) 
n Jo Jo \ 
for all ip e W^^K 
Let if 二 G[-yp) be a test function, where G is defined by (2.3.5). We have 
— 广 , - i ^9{-Vv) '+1 = r 产1 ( ( 1 p , + � M " ) G(-y,) 
n Jo dr Jo � .-1 
< 严(A||p(lp)|l3L,_i + ^{p.A)\\g{-yMXl,n-,) . (2.3.20) 
[ On the other hand, since A4+5 > —00, we also have 
I , fc+i 
„1 j fc+i r 广1 1 p+i 
/ r-' i-g{-y,) -{A^S) / r--M-yv)r' 
Jo dr Uo J 
[ >Kp.A^s) /V^ -^ b(-yp)r^  
Combining this inequality with (2.3.20) we have 
(A + ^ -Ag^+^)||^(-yp)||SiV_i 









Taking q G (1, (7(A;) + l)|{k + 1)] such that 
J + A — Aq'^' 二 ^  + (1 - q'+')A > ^S > 0, 
(2.3.21) becomes 
l l^(-y. ) l lSln-i < ^[A^ +1] ( ^ r r ) ' ' ' l l " ( i � l S i，n - i 
for p closes to )(k). Letting N ~^ 00, we have 
{k+l)q � p {k^l)q < Cy 
Vp (p+l)g,n-l ^ U yp (p+i)g,n-l - ^ , 
in particular, 
l|yp|lH4+l)(^+l)/2,n-l < C' (2.3.2¾ 
where C and C' are constants independent of p. 
By the interpolation inequality, for any e > 0, we have 
\yv — y||7(fc)+1,n-1 < e|bp — y||(^(fc)+i)iii,n-i + ^^Wvp — ^ll^'^-i 
where t can be chosen such that 
t < 7(AO + 1. 
By (2.3.16) and (2.3.22) we obtain that (2.3.18). 口 
If we define 
A* = sup{A : A^ > —00}, 
and 
A* = A^*. 
Then we have 0 < A* < 00 and A* < Ai. By Proposition 2.1 we have 
Proposition 2.3.2 There exists a minimizer of (2.3.1) for each X satisfying 
A * < A < A i , 
:j 37 
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The Proof of Theorem 2.1.1: 
By Proposition 2.2, there exists a minimizer of (2.3.1) if A* < A < Ai, . By 
Lemma 2.1, the minimizer y is negative and solves (2.2.1) in classical sense after 
being normalized as in (2.3.15). So what we have to do is to calculate A* and 
j determine A* for n > 2k{k + 1) or estimate A* for 2k < n < 2k{k + 1). 
Proposition 2.3.3 We have 
fik 
(i) A* = ~^S, for all n > 2k. 
Tl 
\ (ii) Ifn > 2k{k + 1), then A* = 0. 
I 
(iii) Ifn < 2k{k + 1), then A* < Ai — n^C^S. 
I Proof. First of all, from (2.2.2) and (2.2.4) we have 
r^k 
\ A* > ^ 5 . (2.3.23) 
j n 
In the following we prove the reverse inequality. 
Let 
w = We{r) = ^{r)ue{r) (2.3.24) 
where 
I %(r) = (e + r2)(2&-+2/^ 
I 
and Lp is a smooth function. We will estimate the ratio J{w) 二 J(u;e;7(&),A) 
defined in (2.3.2) as £ ~> 0+. We consider two cases separately. 
The case n > 2k{k + 1). 
Let (f G C^[0,1], (f{l) = p'(0) = 0, (f 三 1 in some neighbourhood of 0, and 
？丨 < 0. 
7(,)+i — 广 ^ y w # ) + i 
^e ^(fc)+l,n-l — 人（ 6 + p)IL^(7(fc)+l) 
roo 厂几—1 
二 Jo (3 + — ) 譬 ( 调 + 1 严 + 则 







, , + i # 广 , ( n - 2 k V ^ ' - ^ , n + i - . . + i - . ( _ ^ y 
IKIlSL-i - § ‘ 1 ( 丁 ) i (…”蠻”-), ' r 
：  = 1 ( ^ 广 , 厂 ， M , 2 l 
2 V k ) Jo (1 + t 2 ) - W 
n (n-2k\^^^ _2^r(f)r(^) 
1 二 4 丁 ） " T ^ + _ . 
If 2k{k + 1) < n, then 
糾 广 r“dr ^ . x 
|购 U+l,n-l = Jo (g _|_ y-2)(A:+l)(n-2AO/2fc + ^^ ) 
r ( t ) r ( ^ ^ ^ ) 
二 s 2知 r(0Hi)2(=-2fe))_ + u( i ) , 
{ if 2k{k + 1) = n, then 
1 ,+i 1 /1 r^-^dr' . n h � 
l—i+i，n—i = 2J0 (s + H ) ( ^ ) ^ ^ + U ( l ) 
= 丄 广 ( 丄 广 ) 〜 
2 Jo Ke + tJ t 
= i | l o g s | + 0 ( l ) . 
L 
Thus when 2k{k + 1) < n, we have 
, ,n-2k(k+l)� 
Ke-'^0{e-^) r ) 
J — e ) = —~,〜，n—2fe(fe + l ) � - (Z,d.Z^) 
C + 0[e 2fe ) 
I 
广 where C > 0 and 
I 
^ n-2k 
i c u n - 2 k V m n f k ) J n m f k A ^ 
\ '' = T [ ^ | T^ ray- [WW^I . 
k i 
‘ If A > C^S/n, J{we) ~> -00 as e ^ 0+’ and so 
r^k 
A* < ^S. 
n 
When 2k{k + 1) 二 n, (2.3.25) becomes 









and similarly we conclude A* < ^S as before. 
The case 2k < n < 2k{k + 1). 
We need a more refined function Lp than that in the first case. Put 
(^  = 1 - r" (2.3.27) 
where positive P is to be determined later in (2.3.24). We have 
l|-e||tiL._. = J^_/+l+�W 
= y \ ' - ^ - \ i - t r ^ d t ^ o { i ) 
— l ^ ^ ! ! l ^ +�(l). (2.3.28) - ^ + 2 + ^M^)+ () � ) 
.+1 — r 广1 I /1 [—')+i—i] 购 7(fc) + l,n-l —人(s + p)(/c+l)n/2A: T 九(£ + r^ ){W)n/2k 
=Jl + J2(7W + l), 
where 
/»00 rp^—l r o o 
Ji 二 L irr^p^M 一 - 内 … ⑴ 
—-n/2fc£ilMM _ - + ofl). 
―‘ 鸭几)n+U 
If f3 > n/k, J2(7(A;) + 1) tends to a convergent integral as e ~> 0, that is, 
J,{^{k) + 1) 二 /1 r-'--"[[l - r ^ Y ^ i — l]dr + o(l). 
*J 0 
If^  = n/A;,wehave 
.1 [-(7问 + 1)广作 + 0(1)—’广1 
J2{l{k) + 1) 二 jo (£ + r2)(H"l)n/2fc 咖 
=-2i^|ioge| + o(i). 
‘！ 
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I f / ? < n/k 
-(7(A;) + l) /1 t(^+^)/2"Mt fl t^W2-l^t 
J2(7Ofc) + l) = 2 Jo (e + 0 ^ W 2 ^ O ( l U {S + t)(^+l)-/2^ 
— 7 ( f e ) + i,./2-n/2.r(^)r(^^) ‘ 
= - " “ ^ ― ^ r ( ^ ^ n ) + � U ‘ 
where 
0(1) if P > n|2k 
r=^ O(|loge|) if p = n|2k 
�0(g^-^/2fc) if p < n|2k. 
Thus 
I M I ^ + i , n _ i = (Ji + Hi{k) +1) ) ( - -^) / -
n-2k 
— ( n m ^ ) \ ^ , i - n i 2 k 
= K ^ m t ^ ) 
-2k 
n-2k /r(f)r(^)\—飞（.,... 
+ 了 4 4 ^ 5 " ) 響 ) + 1) 
^Q^^P-{n-2k)|2ky 
Next, we have 
, . + 1 _ #r3 (n-2kV^'-' fl (-^OV^+^-^r-+^-^' e^ k+l,n-k = 2^  ^ fc+l I ~"^ ~~ ) 7o (S + P)(H"2)n/2fc-j 
3 0 
= / 0 + h + . . . + h+i-
Using integration by parts, we have 
—(n^-2kV 广 /+V"-^ 




_i±_l5^ £^ffi£pEl + o(i)r if p<n|k 2 r(^ M 
J 2 { k ^ l ) = _^l iL|iog5| + 0 ( l ) if P = n|k 
2 




If we let f3 > n/2k — 1, then each Ij is convergent as e ^ 0 for j > 2, and 
丨 1^ = 0《+1(二#)奸1-'/?』义>+1-一(1 —厂"”+1—)办 + 0(1) 
— a h ^ ] " - ) 广 1 叩 + ^ ) r ( t + 2 —力 + o(l).(2.3.29) 
—�…^ k ) “ r ( “ 2 + ^ f ) 十 … 
Now 
?,/ ^+1 — A ?/，… 一 
^e k+l,n-k ^ ^e ^[k)+l,n-l — 
「这 / n - 2 f e y r ( | ) r ( ^ ) — ( r ( f ) r ( i ) Y _ 2 " 1 , 1 - n / 2 . + 
_^ ^ l ^ ~； 2r(^ n^) ~ 12r(^ n^) ； J 
2k _ 
+ 降 ( 明 、 1 " ¥ 瞒 厂 静 + 
+ ^ [h + •.. + 4+1] + O(6"-h-^/2/0. (2-3.30) 
n 
Denote the second term on the right hand side by 7. From the computation of 
J2{k + 1) and J2(7(^) + 1) we have 
,0{e)r if f3 < n/k and A - C^S/n 
一 _ 0{e) if f3 > n/k and A = C^S|n 
1二1 0{e\loge\) . if f3>n/k and A + ClS|n 
Q^{^k-n)l2k^ if f^ < n/k and A ^ C|^S/n. 
Observing that \\ws\\lXin-i = � + "(1) {C > 0, see (2.3.28)), we conclude if 
A > ClS|n 
J{we,^{k),A) ^ - 00 
as e ~> 0, which implies that A* < C!^S/n. 
We have proved (i) in both cases. Now in general we have A* > 0. If 
2k{k + 1) < n by (2.3.25) and (2.3.26) we have A* < 0. Thus A* = 0. 
If 2k{k + 1) > n, let w 二 yi, the eigenfunction corresponding to the first 
eigenvalue of the k-th Hessian operator with the properties yi > 0, y[ < 0. 
Then by Holder inequality 
A* < J{yui{k),A*) 
—^llylllSln-.-^^ll^ill^W,n-i 
二 „ +^1 
"1 k+l,n-k 
< Ai — C3n�A-+. 
42 
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So (iii) follows. 口 
Remark, (i) Taking p = n/k-2 in (2.3.27), from (2.3.28), (2.3.29) and (2.3.30) 
we obtain an alternate estimate of A*: 
X* ^ 9h 卜 2 & 广 r(fe + i + ^ ) 
； \ ~ ^ ) r ( ^ - T O + 2)-
We don't know whether it is stronger than the above estimate of A* or not. 
(ii) In the case of n < 2k{k + 1), we have the following sharp inequality: 
。,/ k+l 、 q Q, k+i 丄！^ „, k+i 
y k ^ l , n - k � �y 7(fc)+l,n-l 卞 fik y A;+l,n-l ^n 
for all y G W^^^. Similar inequalities for other Sobolev spaces and more general 
domains can be found in [8] and [11. 
2.4 Non-existence Results 
In this section we study non-existence of solution for (2.1.1). First we estab-
lish a non-existence result for general domain and A < 0; next we get a similar 
result on the ball for A > Ai. At last we discuss critical dimensions by an identity 
of Pohozaev's type. 
Proposition 2.4.1 Let H be a strictly star-shaped C^-domain with respect to 
the origin. Then (2.1.1) has no negative solution for X < 0. 
Proof. Set 
f(x, y) 二（ 1 严 ) + X{-yf for y G ( - o o , 0] 
— ( 1 严 ) + 1 A ( i ” + i 
F(z,y) = Jo / ( z , T ) ^ = _ 7 ( w + i - - F T i -
Then by A < 0 we have 
r\i OU 
nF{x, y) — " ^ y f [ x , y) + xJ.{x, y) = - ^ A ( - y ) ^ i > 0-
Thus the conclusion of the proposition follows from Proposition 1 in [9]. 口 
Now we turn to non-existence of solution for the special domain H = ^i(0). 






- Proposition 2.4.2 If (2.2.1) admits a solution for X, then X < Ai. 
謹 
； Proof. Suppose that yx is a solution of (2.2.1) corresponding to A, namely, 
m 观 f f^k 
^ ^ { r - - \ y ' x f ) ' ==r-—i[(—?A)7(") + A(—yA”], y < 0 , in (0,1) 
1 n (2.4.1) 
1 y'(0) = y(i) = 0 ’ 
^ Denote 
• V 二 {w G T^Wi : w' > 0，w < 0}. 
m 
2 It is clear that V is a closed convex cone in VF^+^ For 1 < j < k-l, we consider 
j the following minimization problem: 
™ ( ¢^ k 1 � 
僅 ^ f r"-\yi”—(0T+i 
^ / . , = � ( A ) = inf 1 ^ ： ^ e V\{0} . (2.4.2) 
- / r^-^{-yxY-^{-i^y+' 
Jo 
As the functional ^ H /o 产—\"!”—(於7+1 is weakly lower semicontinuous, it 
a is not hard to show that the minimization problem (2.4.2) is attained by ^j G V 
with fo' r^-'(y^)^-H^y^' = 1. Now 也.solves 
7确 
: 91 {r--\y'xf-K^y)' = " , n — i ( l A ” - � — ^ : (2.4.3) 
- n 乂 
I Multiply (2.4.3) by {-yx) and integrate over [0,1]. We have 
5 91 lV-k^k-,,jY 
i N = ^ . (2.4.4) 
^ / rn- i (_2A)H+i( -A.V 
^ Jo 
By the definition of |ij-i, we see fXj > fJ j^-i. So 
: fik-i >f^k-2 > ••• >f^2 > ^ i . (2.4.5) 
二 On the other hand, by the definition of Ai, we know that there exists 4> G V 
: such that , 
»?- pk 








m 4 i 
Multiplying (2.4.6) with {-yx) and integrating over [0,1], we have 
C^广1 
^ / r " ( < / O M 
Xi = — ~ ~ ^ > M . - i . (2-4.7) 
/ r^-i(-</>)^(-yA) Jo 
We are going to show that A < ^i below. Thus together with (2.4.5) and (2.4.7) 
we conclude A < Ai. Let's multiply (2.4.1) by ( - ¢ 1 ) and then integrate over 
;0,1]. We get 
^ t r^-'{y'xf^[ = t 广 1 ( 1 入严 ) ( -似 + A /1 r--'{-yxf{-^i)- (2.4.8) 
n Jo Jo ^0 
Similarly, by multiplying (2.4.3) (for j = 1) by {-yx) and then integrating over 
[0,1], we have 
^ /1 r-'{y',M = Ml t 产1(1>)'(—也). （2.4.9) 
n Jo Jo 
From (2.4.8) and (2.4.9) we deduce that 
£ 广 - 1 ( 1久 )训 (—似= ( M l — A) J: r“（lA”(_^), 
that is, 
A < Ml. (2.4.10) 
口 
Before turning to the case 2k < n < 2k{k + 1), we derive an identity of 
Pohozaev's type. Multiply (2.2.1) by -ay, where (J G C^[0,1], and then integrate 
over [0,1]. We have 
/ V - ' O A p V + 厂 广 〜 ⑷ ^ 
Jo Jo 
= ^ t r - V [ ( 1 ) " _ + M l ” + i ] . (2-4.11) 
Q " o 
Next we multiply (2.2.1) by <^"�where ( G C^i[0,1], and integrate on [0,1] to get 
- J : r " m ' + i + ^  J \ r - w r ' — ^JV(1)'+1 
二 J: [ ( . - l K - 2 e + ^ i e 1 1 ¾ ^ + ^ ¾ ^ ] . (2.4.12) 
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職 Combining (2.4.11) and (2.4.12) yields the identity 
: fcgwpi-/>-W)v 
+ /> -w4_^e '+^g 
= 券 / > - 1 ( - # 叫 , + 絲 多 + ^ 1 
+ 卷 + “ ( 1 ) 外 + 苗 : + 击 ] . ( 2 . 4 . 1 3 ) 
‘’ Proposition 2.4.3 Let 2k < n < 2k{k + 1). Then (2.2.1) has no solution if 
‘ C^ ( n \k 
X<i2kik^l)-n)^{^). 
Proof. Let y 二 y^ be a solution of (2.2.1). Choose 
p_n-2k_2k$ + l h p and ^ = r-r''^ K (2.4.14) 
I k + 1 A; + 1 
.’�f 
I in (2.4.13). Using 
, 2k{2k{k + 1) - n) 2/,_i_ 
rr = V , 
, k^l 
: n - l j i' 二 2k 2A;(A; + 2)0. 
^ + FTTr^ T^T 二 T^T" k + 1 , 
n - 1 i f 二 2 f c ( ( “ l ) n - 2 A 0 — , . 
f+7(fc) + l7 + 7(fc) + l - {k + l)n , 
k “ n — k ( „ ： a f + = 0, 
f k^V 卞 k^lr 
: and ^(1) 二 0, (2.4.13) becomes 
- ^{2k{k^l)-n) /V+""a/” 
fc + r V Jo 
: — n 2k{{k^l)n-2k) [\n^2k-i( y{k)^i 
二 飞“^(TTT]^ —h �… 
: + ^ A /1 [ ^ — ^ ^ ^ H , - 1 ( 1 严 . （ 2 . 4 . 1 5 ) 
C^ Jo k + 1 k + 1 
fi u 
^ Thus 
^ 7 ^ 1 , — 1 ( 1 严 
k + 1 C^ Jo 
> {^2k{k + 1) - n) f^V /' ^ n+.-i|^ (^.+i)/.y|.^  (2.4.16) 





On the other hand, by Hardy's inequality [15] we have 
( - \ / 'r"+^-M(y(^-+^)A)fV/r > 广,，卜1|"广+1"7, 
\n / JQ .") 
for all y G H'^"+^ Hence (2.1.16) becomes 
告 入 / : , 卜 . ( - " ) - ^ . ( “ " - , , ) ( 6 ) " / : , . 1 1 -
\ n ‘ u 




Absence of Critical Dimension 
for the Subelliptic Laplacian on 
the Heisenberg Group 
3.1 Introduction and Main Result 
In this chapter we show that the subelliptic Laplacian An^ on the Heisenberg 
group H^ has no critical dimension. 
We recall that H^ is a Lie group with underlying manifold C^ x R {n > 1), 
endowed with the composition law: 
{z, t) 0 (z\ t') = (z + z', t + t' + 2lmz . z') 
where z . z' 二 E^=i ^j . ^ for z�z' G CT. Setting Zj = Xj + iyj, {xw . .,o^n, Vu 
...,y„, t) forms a real coordinate system for H^. In this coordinate system the 
vector fields ^ ^ 
丨 4 = 巧 + 2"_^ 瓦 
j = i,-..,n 
d ^ d 
Yj = ^——2xj — 
‘ dyj 'dt 
generate the real Lie algebra of all left-invariant vector fields on H^. Now the 
subelliptic Laplacian of Heisenberg group is defined by 




: . • : • ; . f 
In H^ the distance is defined as follows: 
丨 d�(z,t),[z\t')) = d((z',i/)-i�(z,t)) 
where 
d{z,t) = i t + i i ^ n i 
Let D be a bounded smooth domain in H^. Consider 
‘—Ajj^nu = uP + Xu in D 
u > 0 in D (3.1.1) 
u — 0 on dD 
\ 
where p = {Q + 2)/{Q - 2) and Q = 2n + 2 is the homogeneous dimension of 
H^. 
We shall prove 
Theorem 3.1.1 (i) There exists a solution for (3.1.1) ifX € (0,Ai), where Ai 
is the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of An^. 
(ii) Suppose D is 5-starshaped with respect to some (^o,^o) G D. Then there 
is no solution for (3.1.1) ifX 癸(0, Ai). 
Recall that according to [18] a domain D is called ^-starshaped with respect 
to a point (zo,^o) € D if 
X-N>Q 
at every point of 列7"(卯’知）-1 {D)), where N is the outer unit normal to the bound-
ary of ^zo,to)-'{^)' 
3.2 Proof of the Theorem 
Denote the Hilbert space of all functions u G L^{D) whose distributional deriva-
tives XjU, Y,u e L\D) { j = 1,.. . ,n) by Sl{D). The norm in Sl{D) is given 
by 
u 2：= [ {lVjiA^^Wl^)dzdt 
JD 
where ^ 






also let S l{D) be the completion of CS^{D) under the above norm. We have 
the continuous embedding of Sobolev's type [18 
Sl{D)^L^{D). 
\ 
By a weak solution u of (3.1.1) we mean that u eS l{D) and it satisfies 
I VjjnW . VH"V dzdt = / f{u)vdzdt 
JD JD 
for all ” eS l(D) where f(u) = Xu + u^. If u eS l(D) is a weak solution of 
(3.1.1), from the results in [18 
u e L^oc{D) for every p G [2, oo), 
and u G rf^^(5), where T^{D) is the space of all continuous functions on D 
such that Xfu, X]u, YjU and Yfu are continuous in D and can be continuously 
extended to D. 
With the aid of the inequality of Poincare's type for the Dirichlet integral on 
H^ one can show that the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of ( - A n - ) satisfies 
� 




and there exists a positive function ip eS l{D) such that 
‘ -An^V^ 二 Aiv? in D 
< (3.2.2) 
(f 二 0 on dD 
If u is a solution of (3.1.1), it follows from (3.2.2) that 
Ai J u(fdzdt = — j^ (fAjinU 
= / vFif + A / ui^  
JD JD 
> A / u(fdzdt. 
JD 




The second part of the theorem is essentially contained in the following. 
Lemma 3.2.1 ([18], Theorem 2.2) Suppose D is starshaped with respect to some 
[zo^ to) G D. Then the problem 
‘—AnnU = f{u) in D 
. (3.2.3) 
u = 0 on dD 
\ 
has no nontrivial nonnegative solution u G T^{D) provided f is locally Lipschitz, 
/(0) 二 0 and 
2QF{u) - {Q — 2)uf{u) < 0 u > 0 
where F{u) = rf{t)dt. 
Jo 
Now, letting f(u) = u^ + Aw, p = (Q + 2)/{Q - 2)，we have 
, � Q - 2 ^ 1、2 
F M = ^ " - _ 2 + 3 
and 
2QF{u) - {Q — 2)uf{u) 二 2Xu" < 0 
if A < 0. This completes the proof of Theorem (ii). 
Next we prove the first part of the theorem. We shall follow [8]. For A G 
(0,Ai),let 
5 , = i n f { / ^ |Vnnur - A J^ u' : u G 5 1{D\ j^ |ur^ = l } . 
If S\ is achieved by uo G S l{D), then there exists fi such that 
—An^^ o^ — Auo 二 fJ^ul. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose Uo > 0 in D, and it is clear that 
^ 二 Sx. Now if A < Ai, then fi > 0 and Sl^ ^^ ~^ u^o is a solution of (3.1.1). Note 
that u is positive by the strong maximum principle in [18]. In the following we 
let S = So. 
Lemma 3.2.2 Suppose Sx < S. Then Sx is attained. 
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The proof of the lemma is almost identical to that of Lemma 1.2. in [8 . 
Lemma 3.2.3 IfX > 0，then Sx < S. 
The proof of this Lemma relies on the best constant and minimizers for the 
Sobolev's inequality 
/ n \ (Q-2)/Q / r \ 1/2 
(/ \u\'^l^^-'^dzdt\ < S-"' [ / \V^nu\Hzdt] , (3.2.4) 
VJH" / V^ H^  / 
for all u eS l{D). 
In [23] Jerison and Lee found that the best constant S is attained only at 
the function u = K\w + i\^ , K G C as well as those obtained from u by left 
translation and dilations on the Heisenberg group. Substituting u into (3.2.4) 
we find the best constant i 
C 2 ^ 4 \ ^ b — nn — • \n\J 
Consider the quotient: 
/ \Viinw\^dzdt — X / \w\^dzdt 
T ( \ JD JD . • 
A(W )^ 二 "~— n(Q-2)/Q ， 
\^\^Q/iQ-^)dzdt 
.JD -
we shall show that Jx{w) < S for some u; provided A > 0. Without loss of 
generality we assume 0 G U CC D, where U is an open set in H^. Let 
if 
切 二 —e�Z,t)=[力2 + (— + g)2]n/2 
where r^ = |xp + |yp and Ue is an extremal function in the Sobolev inequality 
(after some dilation); cp G C^(D), supp^ CC D, _ 三 1, 0 < cp < 1. 
We estimate each term in Jx(w) as £ ~^ 0. 
dw — — 2n(r2 + sYpxj 
^ 二 %•〜—[t2 + (— + e ) � / 2 + i ， 
dw — — 2n(r2 + e)ifyj 
^ 二 彻]以厂[t^ + (r2 + 6)2]n/2+l ‘ 
dw — ^ 
~m 二 灼… - [ t ^ + (— + e)2]n/2+l , 
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w h e r e 灼 = 鞋 , ^ n + j = 乾 , 釣 = 鉴 
2 ^ \fdw ^ dwV (dw “ dwV' 
•Hnto = E ^ + 2 y , - ^ + - - 2 : r , -
,tt _V^^i dtJ \dyj dtJ _ 
— 4n^r^(p^ 2 2 2 Snr^(ft 
=[t2 + (— + g)2]n+l + 4r ^ % — [t2 + (r2 + e)2]-/2+l 
o A p 2 21 4n(r^ + e)uLp “ , 
+ " E [ W + V^ ,]—[力2 + (,2 + ,)2]n/2+l E b W j . + “脚+J.] 
( nt(p \ A 1 
—4- ( - f — [,2 + ( — + # ] n / 2 + i ) E b W ) - 明 州 . ] . 
Thus as £ — 0+, we have 
f Vjinw]^dzdt = f J2 li^J^f + {yj^Y] dxdydt 
JH" >/R2n+l ^ L 
==U； [ TT^T^^^^A^^ + qi) 
jR2n+l [t^  + (r2 + £)2f+l 
roo /*oo _2n+l 
= 叫 。 L [ 崎 2 + 卿 + 严 0 ( 1 ) 
where to is the area of the unit sphere in R^^. Reversing the order of the 
integration, we have 
/ Wunwl^dzdt 
JB.^ 
.oo r^"+Mr 广 dt , � 1 � 
二 加叫0 (H + ,)2n+i io ( T T ^ ^ + ( ) 
— 仏 - n (inn^mn)\ A r ( | ) r ( . + i A 
— 彻 已 \ 2 r(2n + l) ) \ 2 r v + i ) ) 、 ) 
= C i e - n + 0(1) 
as £ — 0+; 
r � 厂⑷ P]dr f^ dt 
j,^-2Uzdt = 2coj^ - ( 〜 厂 义 ( r r ^ + 叩） 
2 , , - n - i (l_nn^mn)] f i r ( | ) r ( n + i ) N 
二 2 饥 ( 2 r(2n + l) j V2 r(n + l) 十^口（丄） 
= 仏 产 1 + 0 ( 1 ) 
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as £ — 0+. Finally we estimate J w^dzdt. First, for n > 1: 
f o , , ^ f^ 产-idr r^ dt ^,,. 
/ w^dzdt = 2uj / — — — - — — / — + 0(1) 
Jo Jo (r2 + 5)2n-l Jo (1 + t^)n ^ ^ ) 
— 2 w _ _ i (inn-mn)\ (ir(|)r(n_|)) 
_ 2饥 1^ 2 r(2n-l) ) U r ( n ) 严 ⑴ 
三 C^3£—"+i+0(l) 
as £ — 0+. If n = 1, there exist Rx and R�:0 < Ri < R2 and 
Bn, X {-RuRi) C D C Bn, x ( - ¾ , ¾ ) 
where 
Bn = {{x, y) e R' ： 一 =：. a:^ + y^ < R}. 
Hence 
f w^dzdt < f w^dzdt < f w^dzdt. 
JBR^x{-Ri,Ri) JD JBR^x[-R2,R2) 
Now we compute 
r � fR fR rdrdt , ^._ 
/ ― 产 二 H /0 ^^ TFT7F + _ 
= 2 . / � " c t ? 4 i � _ 
Jo — + e 
= C ; | l o g e | + 0 ( l ) , C ^ > 0 , 
as s ~> 0+. Now we compute the quotient J\{w). If n > 1: 
_ Chs-n - AC73g-"+1 + ^ � 
JA(— 二 (仏广 1 + •⑴严时丄） 
二 S-XC^e^O{l)e^, C4>O, 
as £ — 0+. Hence, for A > 0 and e is small enough, we have 
S\ < Jx{w) < S. 
When n 二 1, we have 
, � — C i £ - i — A C � g s | + 0 ( l ) 
' • ) 二 ^(C26-' + 0 ( l ) ) l / 2 " ~ 
二 S-C:6|logs| + 0( l )e , C : > 0 . 
So the same conclusion holds. 
The proof of Theorem (i) is completed. 口 
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Chapter 4 
Asymptotic Behavior for 
Weighted p-Laplace Equations 
Involving Critical Growth on 
the Ball 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we study the blow-up of solutions as A 1 0 for the following 
boundary value problem for the weighted p-Laplacian on the unit ball, 
r _V(|x|^|Vu|^-2Vu) = \x\^\uf-^u^X\x\^\u\P-^u in B 
I u = 0 on dB, 
where a，cr > f3 — 2 > —n and p* = p{n + a)|{p + n — p). When u is radially 
symmetric, y{r) = u{x), r = |x|, satisfies 
/ - { A V r ^ y ' ) ' = r � Z - i + A r ^ � ^ i in ( 0 , 1 ) ( 斗 工 工 ） 
1 y(i) - 0 . . 
where the exponents a, p, p and p* satisfy 
f3>p-l, a,a>f3-p (4.1.2) 
— l < P < + o o , / = | ^ . (4.1.3) 
In fact, the problem (4.1.1) itself is rather general as it embraces several 
blow-up problems in the radially symmetric case. For instance, it includes 
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1. The problem for the Laplacian: 
—Au = n{n — 2)u^ + Au, in 0 
< u > 0 in n (4.1.4) 
� u = 0 on ^n, 
Atkinson and Peletier [1] and Brezis and Peletier [6] considered the blow-up of 
solutions for (4.1.4) when 0 is the unit ball. 
2. The problem for the weighted Laplacian: 
‘-di{\x\^diu) = \x\^uP-^i-X\x\^u, in 0 
< u > 0 in n (4.1.5) 
u = 0 on 50, 
\ 
where p = 2(n + /^)/(n + a - 2) — 1, a, cr > fi — 2, f3 > 2 — n. Discussion on 
solvability and critical dimensions for (4.1.5) can be found in Chapter 1. If 0 
is the unit ball, under some conditions all solutions of (4.1.5) are radial. And 
二 ( 4 . 1 . 5 ) is reduced to ( 4 . 1 . 1 ) for p = 2 , and a, /? and a therein are replaced by 
；,., n — 1 + a，n — 1 + p and n - 1 + cr, respectively and p* = 2(n + a)/(n + p — 2). 
In the next chapter we shall study (4.1.5) on a general domain. 
3. The problem for the p-Laplacian: 
‘-V(|Vu|^-2Vw) = i/P*_i + Ai/P-i, inO 
< u > 0 in n (4.1.6) 1 u 二 0 on dVt, 
\ 
where p > 1 and p* 二 pn/(n — p). Although many authors have discussed the 
solvability and critical dimensions of (4.1.6), see, for example, Egnell [14], [15], 
and Guedda and Veron, [21], very few results on the blow-up have been done 
(except Azorero-Alonso [2]), 
4. The problem for A;-th Hessian operator: 
^ ( V ^ ) 二 w ^ + AiA inO 
< u < 0 inO (4.1.7) 
u 二 0 on d^l, 
where j{k) = {n + 2)k/{n-2k), and 2k < n, Sk is k-th Hessian operator. When 
0 is a ball any solution of (4.1.7) u is radially symmtric. (4.1.7) corresponds to 
(4.1.1) (after suitable scaling, see Chapter 2), where (3 二 n — k, a = a = n - 1, 
p = A; + l and p* =7(^0 + 1. 
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Now we state the main result in the chapter. 
Theorem 4.1.1 Suppose that (4-1-2) and (4-1.3) hold and cr > a. Let yx be the 
positive solution of (4-1-1) corresponding to A. For any S in (0，1)； we have 
1 • 玲 p -
yx {^)^yx{r ) ^^^ ^ ~ ~ - a ^ r~ p-i —1 (4.1.8) 
p — p + 1 L J 
uniformly in [<^ , 1] as X — 0+, where 
P-1 ^ - ¾ ^ r ( i ^ ) 
' = ^T^Gi r(*+:+r/-"), 
and 
。1 = 总 ( 〜 卢 . 
Theorem 4.1.2 Suppose that “.1.2) and (4.1.3) hold and cr > a. Let yx be the 
positive solution of (4.1.1) corresponding to A. Then 
(i) When a + 1 > p{p + cr — f3), 
lim A | M L ^ ( - ^ + _ - " ) =^  ( " + l , l ) ( 7 l W (4.1-9) 
A^o+ L p~\~a-fi 
— ere r(a+l)h-l)\ r^ fa+l-p{p-P+a)\ 
, ^ ^ , ^ ^ r ( i ^ : p ^ ) r ( 奸 “ 0 � 
b=JT^pCi v { p ^ ) . 
(ii) When a + 1 = p{p + o "—的， 
lim Alog ||y,|Uoo 二 ^ ± ^ ( P - l ) 2 a A c f ( - i ) . (4.1.10) 
A^0+ P 
Here we have confined our attention to the case o~ + 1 > v{v + � — " ) . 
One can show that in this case (4.1.1) has a solution for small A. The case 
^ + 1 < p(j) + cr - P) corresponds to "critical dimensions", in which inf{A eR： 
(4.1.1) is solvable for A} is positive. 
When p = 2, a 二 j3 二 cF 二 n — 1，the above results were proved by Atkinson-
Peletier [1] and Brzis-Peletier [6]. Another special case, that is when p = k + 1, 
where k is a positive integer, and /? 二 n — k, « 二。=几—1，has been discussed 
by Chou-Geng-Yan [12 . 
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4.2 A Crucial Lemma 
Let y\ be the positive solution of (4.1.1). It is obvious that y'^ < 0. Therefore 
|yA||L- = yx{o). 
The proof of the main theorems rely on the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.1 Suppose that a > a. Then 
1 _ /3+i-p 
M r ) < , . (0 ) [l + ^ ^ y . ( 0 ) - V ^ ^ J P + " . (4.2.1) 
where i 
C r [ ^ + ^ ^ i ^ r , (4.2.2) 
a + 1 a + 1 
• -
and D 二 liniA^^o r^~^ • 
Set 
F{r,y,y') = - V ( - y 7 + G(r,y), where 
ry 
G{r,y) = / g(r,r)dr; 
0^ 
g(r,y)=广广+久厂？—丄. 
Then the equation in (4.1.1) can be written as 
lFy�r,yx,y��= Fy�r,n,y'xY (4.2.3) 
dr 
One can easily verify that the following Pucci-Serrin's identity [32] holds. 
£ [rF — {ay + ry')Fy.] 二 F + rF, - ayFy — (a + l)y'Fy,. (4.2.4) 
dr 
Lemma 4.2.2 Ifa > a, we have 
— _ ^ ± ^ ( - y , f — ^ ~ ^ ; K - \ - y ^ , ) y x + yxyl < 0. (4.2.5) 
(5-p^l ^ P-1 
Proof. We explore (4.2.4) as follows. First we compute its right hand side 
F + rK — ayFy — (a + 軌丨 二 ^ 一（《 + l ) j #(—^/T 
+ f ^ - a l r V + [ M - « l rayP. 
L P* L P 
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T a k i n g a - ( / ^ + l ) / j 9 - l , 
F + rFr — ayFy — (a + l)t/Fy = " � � A r � � (4.2.6) 
P 
Using (4.1.1), the left hand side of (4.2.4) becomes: 
rF — {ay + ry')Fy, = ^r^+^(-yO' _ ar^(-yO""^y + G{r, y) 
P 
= p - l f ^ ^ l - p , ^ 
p a + 1 
a + 1 ,9 3 — a — 1, ,. " 
7^~~y" + 7~~^{-y )y - vv 
P + 1 - P {P-^F . 
+ ( i - i ) A r ^ i / (4.2.7) 
\P P*) 
Notice that if we denote 
0 = rF - [ay + ry')Fy, - ^ ^ ^ A ^ V , 
it follows from (4.2.7) that 小 remains the same sign with 
a + 1 ,2 , f^  — Oi — 1 ( , � // 
- ; ^ — — " 2 + ^ _ _ T V " i ) " — yy. 
/5 + i - p {p-^y 
But it follows from (4.1.2) that ¢{0) = 0. Using (4.2.6) we have 
d ^ d , ^ ( 丄 ， 、 P � a — 0 + P \ d ,^+i p. 
_^ 二 I，F — (ay + ry)Fy�— ^ ^ ^ X l ( r y) 
二 ” A r ? - A # ( , + V ) ^ ^ ^ A , + V - V 
p dr «+ 丄 
> 0. 
So 4> > 0 in [0，1], that is, (4.2.5) holds. 口 
Now we prove Lemma 4.2.1 
With Lemma 4.2.2 we have 
£ [ 厂 赞 卞 辭 - 1 ( 1 0 1 = r - ^ - V ^ — 2 x 
dr L 1 
[ _ d ( - W ) 2 一 tl^r-\-y',)yx + yxy'l 
/? + r 朴) p - i 
> 0. (4.2.8) 
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a 
We integrate the above inequality over [0, r] to get 
, r - P ~ ^ - i y - ^ - i ( — y , ) > a , t / ( 0 ) - ^ , (4.2.9) 
>f I 
where 
^ 1 . p + g - / 3 C\ = lim r p-i [-y j. A~)"0 
From the equation (4.1.1) we have 
( ^ r - ^ y ' Y ' ' = r - 州 [ 厂 t ^ f ' - ' d t + A 厂 t^y^-'dt • 
V / Uo 0^ 
Thus 
C r = ^ ^ : : i + M ^ l i m r -
X a + 1 cr + 1 A^0 
Integrate (4.2.9) over [0,r] once again we have 
0 4- 1 - p P+g-/3 (p - l)Cx p+a-/3 …__adJ_ , P + 1 - p , n � - ^ ^ 
t L Z l _ l L y - j + T ^ > ^ — — L A r P - 1 y ( 0 ) / 3 + i - p + ^ ; _ - y ( 0 ) 卢 + 丄 一 ^ ’ 
p^a-p^ P^a-f3 ‘ p^a-f3 
or 
/ 3 + l - P 
\ ( v - l ) C ^ P + g - / 3 , 、 g + l 3 ^ 1 - p , A 、 - E ± ^ 奸“一卢 
y{r)< ^^-^rVr^y O " ^ + ^ ~ ~ ^ 0) ^+^^ , 
八 ) — p ^ a - P p^a-P -
which implies (4.2.1) and (4.2.2). 口 
4.3 Proof of the Main Theorems 
First of all, we assert that {yx} blows up at the origin as A ^  0+. 
Lemma 4.3.1 Let yx be the positive solution of (4-1-1)- Then 
\yx\\L^ 二 yA(0) ~)• oo (4.3.1) 
as X — 0 + . 
Proof. If {yx} is uniformly bounded in L°°[0,1], by the proof of Lemma 4.2.1, 
we have 
(_y')P-i = r - " r g{r, y)dt < Cr (4.3.2) 
Jo 
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W ‘ • 
r .«-：••. 
where C is independent of A. Thus {yx} converges uniformly (subsequence, if 
necessary) to some nonnegative F(r) in [0,1], and Y satisfies 
f (r"(-r)H)'=严7广1 in (0,1) , 4 ” � 
\ r ( o ) = y ( i ) = o. � … 
On the other hand, by (4.1.1) and Sobolev's inequality we show 
rl �T^ c>! * r^ 1 rl ^ 
/ —yl + A—/ dr = / r^\y'\^dr 
Jo [p* p Jo 
p 
> C [ / i r ^ * " r l P * , 
Jo . 
which implies that Y 丰 0. However, it is known that (4.3.3) has no nontrivial 
solution (c.f., for example, Theorem 4 in [15]). Hence ||yA||i/><= must tend to 
� infinity. 口 
Let 
/ 3 + l - p 
yA(t) = \i^  p yx(r), (4.3.4) 
where 
E _ 
r = fJixt and /iA = WyWh^^''^-
Then yx{t) satisfies 
aP(-y,{tyy-'y = r ^ ” p * - i + A p r " + � $ ( # - i in (G, /^n 
(4.3.5) 
I 1 赢 1 ) = 0. 
i Since yx{t) is bounded in L^[0, oo), we know that yx{t) converges uniformly, as 
I A ^ 0, to some positive F in C[0, R] for each R > 0, and F satisfies 
i _ :.:. 
J ( r " ( - r r 7 = r«yP*—i in(0,oo) (4.3.6) 
1 r(o) 二 Y(i) = o. 
One can verify that Y is uniquely given by 
—/3+l-P 
7(,)二(1 + ^ ： ^ ( , + 1 卢 力 赞 " t . (4.3.7) 
j � ) \ p+1-P 
\ 
So Lemma 4.2.1 asserts that 
• < m - (4.3.8) 
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M . 
In the following we determine the limit of fx^yx as A ^ 0，where 
, - / ^ + l l 
P{P - 1) 
From the equation (4.1.1), we know that the above function |T)^ yx satisfies 
{ {r^-f^ly^xY-'y = "I (^i )" (r , "A) in(0,/^,-i) 
< (4.3.9) 
� " M ) = " 誦 = 0 . 
Lemma 4.3.2 For any S in (0,1)，we have 
" ? " � ( ^ ( O ) — 0 
uniformly in [5^ 1]. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.1，for any fixed S € (0,1), we have 
/3+l-p _^±l^(RLz±-l] 
yx{r)<C5-^y,{0) ^^^"H-^ ). 
Hence 
fif'-'^yr\r) < C " + V ( 0 ) i - ( ^ P ) ^ 
二 ^^a+P-/5-i^^(0)i-^ 
— 0 . 
• 




a = f\^Y{tf-'dt 
� P - 1 广 - 譬 丄 ( ^ ^ ) 
二 ^T^Ci r ( ^ ¾ ^ ) . 
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Proof . First we have 
"I(P-i) rr-yx{rf-'dr=「一嚷广办. 
Jo Jo 
Next, by Lemma 4.2.1 
r 1 ^+i-p 
T) — 1 p * _ l ^ p+a-B P + « — / 3 
Mt) < 1 + ^ ^ ^ , ( o ) - - V -
. p+i-p . 
p+i-p 
- P — 1 P+a-/3l -p+a-3 
= 1 + 7 ^ — t P-1 . 
_ P + 1 -P . 
Q 
p(g + l)-(/3+l-p) 
* 1 V — 1 P + g - / 3 P + a _ / 3 
t^Mty' < 产 1 + ^ ~ t ^ . 
L P+1-p . 
The right hand side of the above inequality belongs to L^(0,+oo). By the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
r't^utf''dt^�taYx(tf-idt. 
Jo Jo 
It remains to prove 
A W ( P - i ) 广 r^y,{ry-'dr 一 0. (4.3.10) 
Jo 
In fact, by Lemma 4.2.1 
# P - i ) J'r^y,{ry-'dr 
° T ^ + l - P ( ^ - 1 ) 
.1 � （^o-l)C\ 1 p+a-/3l p+<--^^^ ), 
< /if-i)"A(Or"i/o r � 1 + ^^i _/A(Q)-V p_i dr 
< ^ ^ ( 0 )〜 ( 0 ) - ( " )鮮 f y ^ d r 
< c , 
where C is independent of A. Hence (4.3.10) holds. 口 





Proof. This is a direct corollary of Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. 口 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. Integrating (4.3.7) over [r,l], we have 
— A - _ r ) y - i + ( i I y U l ) ) B 二 "，-i) J: 丁、、丁, y x _ r . (4.3.11) 
Letting r = 0, by Lemma 4.3.3, we know that when A sufficiently small 
( - / . I y l ( l ) r ^ < a + l. 
Hence (4.3.11) implies that, for 5 in (0,1), 
f^l{-y'x{r)) < [2(a + l ) ] ^ r " F ^ , r 6 [^ , 1] 
which means that 
juJ^A(r) ^ iy(r) i n C ^ l : . 
for some i/ G C^(0,1]. Now for any smooth function <j) with 4>{l) = 0, by (4.3.7) 
we have 
—广 r " ( — W ( l U ” r — V " r = "?P- i ) /1 ^A(r, yx(rMr)dr. 
Jo ^0 
From Lemma 4.3.4, letting A go to zero, we get 
/ % / 5 ( _ ^ 7 - i ( _ , / > y r = a(/>(0) 
Jo 
for all smooth functions 小 with ¢{1) 二 0. By inspection we find 
P — 1 丄�_ /Hi -p • 
u(r) 二 — ap_i r p_i — 1 . 
、 ) / ？ - p + l L J 
口 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.2 (i) 
From (4.2.4), we have 
± [ d + V ( , ^ ^ y ' ^ + ^ = ^ ( i > - yy') 
dr p a + 1 Vi^ + l - p (P-I)r / 
H - ( - - ^ ) A . - M l = ^ - i ^ A . ^ . 
\P P") J P 
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Integrating over [0,1], we get 
( " + 二 , — 1 ) ( - 鐘 = " > . 
Hence by multiplying both side of the equation by fj?^^ we get 
{ P ^ l p)[p l) = A � r � p \ y > r d r . (4.3.12) 
p + a — p Jo 
Using Theorem 4.1.1, the limit of the left side hand is equal to 
(0 + l l ) ( � � — l ) ( l M _ = ( " + l l ) ( 7 l ) a A , 
p^o--f3 V � 从 ” p^(T-(3 
and the right hand side 
广1 J+i_P +j)+a-3 广"^ 1 ^ 
X ra(.xYdr = Xh 一 + 奸 ' / , ¾ * , 
Jo 0^ 
where _i 




b 三 「 t 。 Y ( t Y d r 
Jo � w 1 � ” /(^+1)(P-1)\ p (a+l-pip-p^a)\ 
— _ ^ 2 ^ " - ^ ^ r ( V i - / ) r ( p ‘ - p � j 
二 ^ T ^ f i T { p ^ ) . 
T " ' s iim f , , - ^ - - ^ ) = ( ^ : / ) ( 7 1 ^ 1 . 
A^-0 \ … ) P + (^ — P 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 (i). 口 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.2 (ii) 
Since in the case (ii), (J + 1 二 P�P + o~ — f^), we can write (4.3.12) as follows 
一 1 
(/3 + l - p ) ( p - l ) ( 續 ” , = A r t^Y{tydt + AA, (4.3.13) 
p + a — f3 九 
where _i 
A =厂入 t^{uty-ymdt 
Jo 
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Notice that we can easily calculate the limit of the first term on the right hand 
of (4.3.13): 
一 1 jg+l—p 1 r/^ A 1 / p+a-/A —Pp+a-jg l i m ^ - ^ / t � d t = l i m ^ ^ 3 r ( l + ^ ^ " A—O log /i^ Jo A—0 log lJL\ \ J 
._p/3+l-P = A Pp+a-|3, 
where 
^ 品 ( … ) * . 
Thus if AA goes to zero as A ~> 0, we have 
l i m A W 二 ( 叫 1 ) ( 二 ) 以 点 力 - 微 = ( p — l ) 2 a A A * - i ) . 
A^0 。广八 pH- a - f3 
Now what we want to prove is 
A|A| = o(l). (4.3.14) 
In fact from (4.3.6) we have 
^ � 二 1 — j:[厂"j: r-Y{rf-'dT^ 口 ds, 
for t e (0，oo) and the integrals are finite since a > P — 2, (4.1.1) and Lemma 
4.2.1 imply 
趟 二 1 - /J [.-^  £ (r-Mrf-' + A/,r-^^r^) dr] ^ ds 
> 1 — r k " r ( , y ( T f - i + A / ^ r " T 7 H ) dr] ^ ds. 
- Jo L Jo� � 
for t € ( 0 , " [ i ) . Hence 
|YW _ _ l < /； 3 [ C f ( T T * - i + V , W H ) c / r ) ^ 
—�J:T，、idTy^ ds. (4.3.15) 
From (4.3.7) we have 
j3_Li_p � 0+1—p 
c'{i^t)-^<Y{t)<c{i+tr H . 
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If 5 is small we have 
j : r^yP-^dr j j : r^Y^*-^dr < Cs^'^-
if s is large, we also have 
^-/^+P T r - y ^ - V r < C^r^+^ [r^WTy-^-Hr 
Jo Jo 
< o r ^ ^ i + y - ^ p -
< C, in[0,A^;i]; 
and 
� r T � i d T > C ( > ( l + T)-@(P*-i)c^T 
Jo Jo 
> c j o T^dT > 0. 
Therefore we can estimate the first term in the integral on the right hand side 
of (4.3.15)，whenever A is small, as follows 
_L_ 
'[%-yv^-^dT + A^r^^' f\^Y^-'dT "'' 
Jo Jo J 
1 r fs * 1 ] ^ ^ < / T^yp -Hr 
— Jo � 
+ C r T^y^'-'dr]六-1 A("+P 厂 r^Y^-'dr. 
[Jo J 九 
First of all we consider p < 2, so 
• 厂 斤 * - 1 办 产 1 〜 
Jo -
for all s e (O，oo). Thus (4.3.15) becomes 
|F(t) — y.(t)| < \if，[ s - _ - i � [ -^(1 + -r-i-""T ds. 
On the other hand 
\Y{tr-um < v\y{t)-yx{t)\Y{tr-' 




iAi < r r\Y{tY-f,{t)\dt 
JO 
— 1 
< C{p)>qf;W 广 t " ( l + t ) p - " - i x 
Jo 
f ^^ fo ^"^^ ^  rY'^-Hrds dt 
三 。 醫 严 躺 , 
where 
J ( / i ^ l )三 £'lr�l+tY—P-lj:3^[TaO^+TY—3-ldTdsdt 
= £ r ( l + ty-^-^ J^ s^ £ r " ( l + ry-f^-^drds dt 
+ 广 1 r(i + ty-p-^ j : s^ j : , ( i + Ty-"dTds dt 
+ p r ( i + t y - " J: s^ j : , ( i + ry-^-'drds dt 
< c + cv^r+�-" 
+ J;;1 r(i + t y - " j: s^ [/o' r^(l + T)P-"dT 
+ j'r^{l^Ty-^-^dT dsdt 
一1 t 
< c � � x T " + c j : r[i + tY—3—ijiS—^+'+p-3dsdt. 
Note that from a + 1 二 p(p + cr — f3) we have 
— ~ ^ + a + p - P = - 1 . (4.3.17) 
p - 1 
So 
— 1 
J(M^) < C(fi3P+H + C p t i i + ty-P-iiogtdt 
< c{f,-,'Y^^-nogfi-,' 
for all small A. Hence 
| A | ^ A l o g " ; i , 
which implies (4.3.14). 
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Second, we consider the situation of p > 2, thus l/{p - 1) < 1. Using the 
inequality 
1 1 1 
a ^ — 6 口 < (a — 0) p-i , 
it follows from (4.3.15) that 
|y(t)-5A(Z)| < ( A " r � + � A f's-^lf^Y^-^dr]'"' ds. 
Jo Uo . 
With (4.3.16) we have 
|A| < C ( A / C " + P ) A l ( " l i ) . 
where _^  
i{f^x') = r^Fit)dt 
Jo 
and _j_ 
F(t) 二 r ( l + t)P-" j: 5 " A J: rY^-Hr ''' ds. 
Using (4.3.17) it is not hard to show 
a+p-|3 1 
F{t) = 0{t p-i -1) as t ^ +oo; 
F{t) 二 0 (t" - (^i )+") as t ^ 0+. 
Therefore 
/ q - + p - / 3 \ _ 1 
I(JU^') 二 0 � G ^ l i ) I ) as ^1 — +oo, 
that is, 




Asymptotics for a Semilinear 




Consider the following problem 
‘di{\x\^diu)^\x\^u^^-\\xYu = 0, in l ] 
< u > 0, in 0 (5.1.1) 
u — 0, on 5 0 
where H CR" , n > 3, is a bounded domain with smooth boundary containing 
the origin. The exponents a, f3, cr, and p satisfy 
n + a ^ n + a P a . . 
P + l > 2 , n + a > 0 , ^ + l = i , and ^ ^ ^ ' (5.1.2) 
It is known that the following Sobolev-Hardy inequality holds if and only if 
(5.1.2) is satisfied (cf. [10]) 
2 
S{a,p) [J^^ | x r i ^ r V x ] ^ < L M " | v y 2 - (5.1.3) 
for all u e Co'(R")' where 
2 + g - / 3 
- p/ n+g )2 n+a 
咖 料 + 0 0 ( 一 — 2 ) 1 ( 2 + 二 默 . 
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We shall be concerned with the cases 
P < 0, p + 1 > 2, and a>p-2. (5.1.4) 
Denote by i^^(0) the space of completion of C^{0,) under the inner product 
/ \xfVu • Wvdx. 
Ja 
u G ii^o(n) is called a weak solution of (5.1.1) if 
f X ^ Vu . Vvdx 二 [ ( a: a^P + X\x\^u)v dx (5.1.5) 
Jn Ji7 
for all ” e H^{n). 
It has been shown in Chapter 1 that a weak solution of (5.1.1) in fact belongs 
to C^{n\{0}) n C^i(n\{0}) and is bounded and positive on 0. 
In this chapter, we study the limit of UA(a:) as A ^ 0+. Our main result is 
the following theorem. Before stating it we define {ux} a minimizing sequence 
of solutions for (5.1.1) if each ux solves (5.1.1)A and 
f X ^lVuxl^dx 
lim ^ 工=^c^,外 （5.1.6) 
' 1 / | « + 1 血 严 
Ua � 
By Theorem 1.1.1 in Chapter 1 we know that a minimizing sequence of solutions 
: for (5.1.1) exists when n > 4 - 2f3 + cr. A simple computation shows that if {ux} 
is a minimizing sequence of solutioins for (5.1.1), then it is uniformly bounded 
in iJi (0) and in 1^+^(0) by the Sobolev-Hardy inequality (5.1.2). 
Theorem 5.1.1 Suppose n > 4 — 2f3 + ¢7 and {uA> is a minimizing sequence of 
solutionsfor(5.1.1). Then 
(i) As X ^ 0+, we have 
^ p^ ^+^ ) 
: ||wA||L-(n)^ A(a^ ) ~ ~ � a ^ I op|^n+l2c.-^ +2y (^^ ^Q)^  
^here G{x,0) 二 r(a^O) + g{x,0) is the Green function of-di{{xfdi), that is， 
r(x, y) is the fundamental solution: 
cn\x-y\^-^-^ n>2-f3 
r ( ^ , y ) = 
Cn log \x - y| n = 2 — P, 
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‘ 一 , ~ " ^ ~ ~ r n>2-p 
% ( n + ^ _ 2 ) ^ 
Cn = 
-— n = 2-p, 
^n 
and the regular part g{x^ y) satisfies，for y G ^, 
f -d,{\x\^d,g{x,y)) = 0 inn 
\ g{x,y) = -T{x,y) on dVt. 
(ii) As X — 0+, we also have 
r,n+2|3-4-a 
\ , /� "+/3-2 _ , ^ ^A尤⑴⑶ � 
—co4n + P - 2)^(0,0) r ( 2 ^ ) r Q 2 
(a — p + 2)(a — f3 + 2) r ( ^ ^ ) r ( $ ) r ( ^ i ^ ) 2 • 
Since the unweighted case a = P = 0 has been setted in [22] and [34], in 
subsequent sections we shall prove the theorem by assuming p < 0 and a + 0 if 
p 二 0. 
In the case of radially symmetric solutions on the unit ball, and a 二 f3 二 
a 二 0, the above results were first established by Atkinson-Peletier [1] and Brzis-
Peletier [6]. Then Han [22] and Rey [34] studied the same problem for general 
domain. Some precised properties of the location of the blow up for the solutions 
have been described with the Green's function on the domain in their papers, 
that is, the blow up point is just a critical point of regular part of the Green's 
function. However, in our case, it is impossible to get a similar result since the 
"minimizing energy" solutions eventually concentrate at the origin, which is the 
singular point of this problem. 
5.2 Some Preliminary Results 
First of all we have 
Proposition 5.2.1 Suppose that ux is the solution of (5.1.1) corresponding to 
X G (0, Ai). Then there exists xx G 0 such that 
|wA||Loo(n) = ^A(a^ A)-
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Moreover，if {uA} is a minimizing sequence of solutions for (5.1.1) we have 
M|Lo^(f2) ~"^+00 as A ^ 0+. (5.2.1) 
Proof. By given regularity result (see Proposition A2 in Chapter 1), we know 
ux > 0 on n. Thus either ||uA||L°°(i2) = limr_>oWA(a:), without loss of generality 
we write w;^ (0) = ||以』广叫，or there exists xx G 0\{0} such that 
|wA||L°°^  二 WA(W. 
If ||uA||L°°(0) < M < 00 as A ^ 0+, we want to deduce a contradiction. For any 
p > 0 small, from standard elliptic L^-theory we have, for any q > 1, 
|^A||ci.^(f2p) < C{p,q) [||uA||L^(f^) + Wfxh^ia) 
where 
n , 二 {x e n ： dist {x,dn) > p}\B,{o) 
and 0 < 5 < 1’ fx 二 |a:|"w�+ X\x\^ux- Hence we have 
Mlci,"i2p) < C{p, M). 
Without loss of generality we may assume 
ux 一 Uo in C\n\{0}) 
for some uo G C^(n\{0}). It is clear that uo is a weak solution of the following 
equation 
-d.{\xfd,uo) 二 |x|X. 
On the other hand, since {ux} is a minimizing sequence of solutions for (5.1.1) 
we have _2_ 
f \xf\Wux\' = {S{a,P) + 0{l))\[ M % f i 州’ 
Ja ^^^ � 
from the equation u\ satisfies we get 
r r Ti-2/(p+i) 
/ \ x n u x K ' ^ S { a , f 3 ) (5.2.2) 
Jn 
which means that uo 丰 0, contradicting Theorem 1.1.2 (a) in Chapter 1. • 
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With the property ||wA||i^ oo(n) ~> 00 as A ~> 0+, we can introduce the following 
scaling of u\. Let 




Under (5.2.3), (5.1.1) becomes 
m y f d . v x ) + \y\-vl + A/it^+^yr^A = 0, in ^ 
< vx > 0, in OA (5.2.4) 
1 ；入 = 0， on dfl\. 
\ 
Notice when A ~^ 0+, f h 二 叫1^\ will occupoy the whole space since the origin 
is contained in H. 
Lemma 5.2.1 Iffor any R > 0 we have 
lim / \y\^vl^'dy = 0, 
A ^ 0 JBR{0) 
then for each q > p + 1 we also have 
lim / \y\^vldy = 0. 
A^o Jnx 
Proof. Consider the following Hardy-Sobolev inequality: 
( f \xr'Hdx)'<Co(f \xf\Vv\'dxy 
VJR" / — v^R" ) 
for all i; G CoHR")' where the exponents satisfy 
1 a' 1 f3 — 2 
—+ — = 0 + ~^"~• q qn Z Zn 
Taking ” 二 ”\, we have 
(/j"r'#")�c�(ij"nv”A|2"")� 
Let q 二 p + 1 + S for some S > 0, then we can verify that 
0/ - a 二 i ( n + P — 2) > 0. 
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虛 
On the other hand, since {u^} is a minimizing sequence of solutions for (5.1.1), 
we have 
C i > f \ x f \ V u x \ ^ d x = f \ y f \ V v x \ ^ d y . 
Ja J^x 
Now we give the proof of the lemma. In fact, for A > 0 small and any fixed 
R > 0, notice that 0 < vx < 1 we have 
/ \yrvldy = [ \yrvldy + L � � \ y \ � l d y 
J^X JBniO) J^^\BR{0) 
< [\y\^vl^'dy + R^-^' [ \y\-'vldy 
JBR{0) J^x 
„ r c 2^ 
< / yrvl^^dy + R^-^'C'o / \yf\^vx\^dy 
—JBR{0) U \^ J 
< f \ y \ ^ v l ^ ' d y ^ R ^ - ^ ' C ' o C f . 
_ JBR{0) 
Hence we obtain 
二 lim / lyl^"vldy 二 0, 
A 0^ J^x 
for all q > p + 1. 口 
Lemma 5.2.2 There exists R > 0, such that 
lim f \y\^vl+'dy > 0. (5.2.5) 
A ^ 0 JBR{0) 
Proof. From the definition of vx we have 
f 丨 乂 | 秦 二 严 " ) " * ) ( \:,\^u{dy. (5.2.6) 
Jflx 拟 
Lett = 5 ( p - l ) / ( 5 - l ) , w h e r e 
/ r n + a\ P + 1� 5 G max<^  1, "~,~~f 5 - 1 7 - 1 • V L n + cr J z / 
Thus we can apply Proposition A.1 in Appendix of this chapter to get 
/ 广 [i 4. ?,�(p-i)^/(p+i-2^)' 
||wA||L-(fi) < 口以� 1，例[丄十 Wz4P-i)"(s-i)(12)_ 
“「1 . -(^(p-l)7fi-(n+a))rffi7 {p-l)s/{p+l-2s) 
< C l + ^ A ”入 ^b-i)3/(-i)(a,). 
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Using 
(n + P-2^ 1� s ( \ 5-1 n + /?-2 
- ( " " ^ ~ ~ ( [ 1 ) 口 - ( 叫 ^ 7 1 ^ 二 _ " " 厂 , 
we have 
, n 「 1 I ( p - i w ( p + l - 2 s ) ] / K 9 7 、 
WA L {^Q) < C 1 + Ux L-(a) ”A ^Jp-i)./(.-i)(^^^ . (O.Z"J 
Notice that s{p - l ) / (5 — 1) > p + 1. If the conclusion of the lemma does not 
hold, then the previous lemma implies that 丨卜义丨丨^^^ ？^-”"(—”(〜tends to zero as 
A — 0+, we get a contradiction from the above inequality. 口 
Since 0 < v\ < 1, we know from elliptic L^-theory that for each compact set 
cj not containing the origin, we have 
”A(") — V{y) in C\oj) (5.2.8) 
for some V G C2(R^\{0}) (subsequence, if necessary) and V solves 
—ft(|y|^V) = \yVV' in R A { 0 } . (5.2.9) 
Lemma 5.2.2 implies V • 0. Hence by the result of Chou-Chu [10], if P < 0 
{a + 0 if p = 0) we have 
y 二 C(1 + |r|a-"+2)-(n+"-2)/(o;-"+2), (5.2.10) 
for some constant 0 < C < 1. By (5.2.3) we also have 
1 三 ||^ ;J|l/xH^ 2A) = ^A(yA) 
where yx 二 x ^ . Thus (5.2.8) and (5.2.10) imply V{0) = 1 and 
yx — 0. (5.2.11) 
Notice that in particular it means a^A — 0+. 
We consider the generalized Kelvin transform of vx- Let 




y = —• 
Z 2 
From (5.2.4) wx satisfies 
’ -di{\zfdiwx) = |才1^1 + 入4—奸>|—卜4+2/3切入’ in n i 
< wx > 0, in OJ (5.2.12) 
. wx = 0, on dni 
where H^ is the image of 0^ under the Kelvin transform. 
Notice that when z G OJ, |^ | > c\i\ for some c > 0 depending only on 0 . 
Thus we have 
-d.{\z\^diWx) < \z\^wl + \C\z\-^^^wx, in OJ 
< wx > 0, in ni (5.2.13) 
� wx = 0, on dni 
Similar to the results in Appendix, we give here a local estimate for w � . 
L e m m a 5.2.3 For each fixed q > p + l ； there exist Ao > 0 and R > 0 such that 
r n ~3L_ 
„ � r i+p 
/ i^rt^;i < c / k r ^ r ^ (5.2.14) 
/^BH(o)nn; 1九义 
for all A G (0,Ao), where C = C{q, R) is independent of\. 
Proof. We proceed as in Appendix of this chapter. Let 小 G C ^ ( ^ ( 0 ) ) , such 
that 0 < 0 < 1. <^|s,/,(0)三 1，and |V<^ | < 2/R. Then multiply (5.2.13) by 
{qy{2q — 1))(/>½''"' and integrate over Dn 二 ft?(0) fl 0 ^ Similar to (A.5) in 
Appendix, we can get 
if 丨彻赠 < ^ / [kiM+^A|.rv]«-^ 
4 Jun 2g — 1 JDn L 
+4 f |zhV</>|2ti;?. (5.2.15) 
JDn 
Let t > max{l , (n + a)/{n + /?)}. We have 
n r 1 (t-i)A r o J T 
4/ i.nv^r-? < • H ( “ / _ i [ J j ^ r - r ] 
JDu R 1 
/ C [ f T ^ wM 7 
- W [in. ‘ "A 
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and 
A f H ^ ^ 2 < 2 H < \r |們<«-1)"(“)广[/ kr0KT]' 
^q — i JDR UDu Ui^ H J 
Thus (5.2.14) becomes 
j / m V ( < K ) | 2 < J f 丨 替 < 1 ) 务 1 ) 广 [ / | 尋 � ] 7 
4 JDR UDn UDji � 
+ 4 [ ( | : , | ^ f l ' 
R2 UDn A 
+ qCxJ^ \ z f - ' ^ w l ' - (5.2.16) 
Now we can apply the Hardy-Sobolev inequality (see, for example, [10]) to esti-
mate the third term on the right hand side of (5.2.12): 
qGxJ^ ]zf-^'wl'dz<qcXCoJ^ H ’ V ( < K ) I % (5.2.17) 
.\ where Co is a constant independent of cj)wl and % . We choose Ao small enough 
' (Ao 二 Ao(g)), such that for all A G (0, Ao), we have 
i / H'ivoM)|2 < q\l m < - ' ) ^ ^ l L m4>'^xyV 
8 JDR yDn � Ui^ 
+ § [ / 时 〒 . 
B? VJDR 
By Holder inequality, we get 
s±s.\l |.r(MH" < 4 / N > n H ^ [ / , i-r(<^V)f 
8 [jDn � � 口乃丑 1� LJD^  � 
+ ^ [ / k l ^ H ' (5.2.18) 
R? U D n � 
Now letting 5 二 ( l + P ) / 2 
n d r l(p-l)/(p+l) 
[ / M ’ r i ) H ^ = \ w > r i ) ( ^ - - i ) 
JDj^  L>/"DH J 
r ,j(p-i)/(p+i) 
< / H � r 
VJDR 
� 1 (p_l)/(p+l) 
= / M M + 1 . 
y ^ i / i i ( o ) ^ " A _ 
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:、， 
Using Lemma 5.2.3 and noticing that {以入} is a minimizing sequence of solutions 
for (5.1.1), we can deduce that if R small enough 
[ / o H ( ' - _ < _ 
ys-/^(o)nj^, \ \ 16g 
for all A small. Hence (5.2.17) becomes 
^ ^ [ / 」 骤 ^ 叫 ~ ^ ^ 」 和 ， 1 ' 
or 
l—AlU(P+i)(�/2�^n) - q"，^ l l^lk<^^Hnirj. 
By iterating the process in finitely many steps, we conclude the proof of the 
lemma. 口 
5.3 A Crucial Estimate 
In the section we prove a result (Proposition 5.3.3) which plays an important 
role in the proof of our main theorem. 
We define 
& 二 | M k o o ( _ = … " 〜 ⑷ . （5.3.1) 
Then u\ satisfies 
/ -d.{\xfdiux) 二 fx, ux>0 inO (532) 
I ux = 0 on dn 
where 
f^ 二 p-(n+/?—2)/2f\ 二 ^-{n+P-2)/2 [|工|«< + X\x\-ux] . (5.3.3) 
Lemma 5.3.1 Suppose that to is a neighborhood ofdfl not containing the the 
origin. For any S > 0, we have 
ll/Ah|IW)9，(—G (5丄4) 
yjhere q > p + 1 and C 二 C�q,uJ�is independent of X for small A. 
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I 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
0； = i^ x G n : d{x, dn) < • } and 0 贫 c^ . (5.3.5) 
Then 
⑴乂 = |y € ^A ： d{y, dQx) < ^ 1 , and 0 i 〜 
o;* = { ; , G ^ : c ^ ( ^ , ^ ^ ) < 2 ; U A } , 
and there exists Co > 0, such that 
CW^ A < kl < 2C^A (5.3.6) 
for all z G c^. For simplicity we shall set Co 二 1 below. 
Now, for fixed q > 1, we have 
,,5- q _ (5+2-n-/?)g+n f g / 
^X^X L 9 ( o ; ) - ^ A J^,Xay 
_ (5+2-n-/5)g+n f (n-2+0)Q q 如 
二 〜 L "H2-
A 
< i ^ T c j y , d z 
M 
< ^5g-(-+^)(7 j^ \z\^wldz. 
A 
Now for q > p + 1, by Lemma 5.2.3, there exists R = R{q) > 0 such that 
whenever A is so small that A < A�and a;^  C ^ ( 0 ) fl 1¾, we have 




Similar to Lemma 5.3.1, we can also show 
Lemma 5.3.2 The assumptions are the same as in Lemma 5.3.1. For S > 0， 
we have 
||//(2—州2力|1制 < ^ , _ f + a - ^ 2 H " ) (5.3.7) 
for all A small enough. 
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Lemma 5.3.3 Suppose that to, q and S are the same as in the previous lemma. 
Then we have the following estimates 
y{uxWc^,<^iu') < C^(g’ccO/4++")� for all A small. (5.3.8) 
where C = C{q^Lo') independent of X and to' CC oo. 
Proof. From (5.3.2) and standard elliptic L^-estimate (cf. Theorem 9.13 in 
20]) we have 
|i^A^A||vT2,9(u;') < C{q,J) W|^iuxWL^{cu) +MAll/AlU^H . 
When q > n, we may use the embedding 
1 ^ ’ / ) 4 c i ’ v ) , 
and Lemmas 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 to get 
I. 
I X . . ^ / ,��<5-(n+a)/gi,/+a—"+2—(n+a)/g_^3^ 5-(n+a)/g-
||i^ >A||ci."(c') < C{q,L0)[fJ.j, +/^A +^^A . 
z rU '\ S-{n+a)/q 
< C{q,Lo)fJ^x • 
• 
Proposition 5.3,1 For q > p + 1，there exists C 二 C�q) such that 
A^-2"-n+a+2(n+oO/g ^ � (5.3.9) 
for all X small enough. 
Proof. From Chapter 1 we have the following Pohozaev's type identity (cf. 
(1.2.7)): 
( j + 2 - /9 )A j^\x\^uldx = J^Jxf\\^ux\'x^ndS, (5.3.10) 
or 
(a + 2-f3)X Jjxl^{f^iu,fdx = JjxflV{fi{ux)l'x^ndS. (5.3.11) 
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Using Lemma 5.3.3 we can estimate the right hand side of (5.3.11) 
/ | ^ ( * ) | V n c f W C V i r ( _ ) . 
Jdrt 
On the other hand, we have 
^,^2-f3)xJjxn,iu,Ydx = (7 + 2-/^)入/4'+2(2一)+一丄少|〜^/ 
‘ > (J + 2 - / ^ ) A " + 4 — n - 2 " + j i ( � ) | y � W 
By (5.2.8) and (5.2.10) we know the integral on the right hand side has a positive 
lower bound. So 
^^25+4-n-2/?+a-� ^^2(5-(n+o;)/g) 
which implies (5.3.9). 
• 
Proposition 5.3.2 Ifn > 4 — 2(3 + cr, then there exists r] > 0, such that 
A/^ r < ^ (5.3.12) 
for all A small，where the constant A is independent ofX. 
Proof. Since 4 2f3 — n + a < 0, we can take q so large that 
2(n + a) ^ 
4 — 2f3 — n + cr + ^ < 0. 
q 
Let T] 二 一(4 — 2f3 - n + cr + ^ ^ ^ ) . Then the previous proposition leads to the 
desired result. 口 
Now we state and prove 
Proposition 5.3.3 Ifn > 4 — 2f3 + a，then there exists a constant C, which is 
independent of A, such that 
1 n + / 3 - 2 
- {a-P+2)/2 1 a-/3+2 
uJx)<C ~ " ^ , inn (5.3.13) 
似 ( 化 广奸2 +丨^奸 2 ， 
• J 
for all small X. 
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Proof. Obvious it is equivalent to proving 
vx[y) < c (1 + \ y \ ^ - P ^ 2 y ^ , in n, (5.3.14) 
or 
wx(z) < C in n\ (5.3.15) 
for some constant C. 
Since v\ < 1 in ^ , from the generalized Kelvin transform we have 
⑶入⑷ < k|2-"-" z e n i . (5.3.16) 
Hence what we have to do is to give a bound of wx near the origin. 
Notice that wx satisfies 
- d , { \ z f d i W x ) < \z\^wl^XC\z\^-'wx, in 0^ 
< wx > 0, in ni (5.3.17) 
wx 二 0, on dni 
\ 
By Lemma 5.2.3 we know that there exists R = R{q) > 0, Ao 二 Ao(g) > 0’ such 
that 
l^xhliEnn^l) < l^hA||L^+P(^ *j (5.3.18) 
for all A G (0, A。)，C = C{q, R) is independent of A. 
On the other hand, in view of (5.3.12), (5.3.17) can be rewritten as 
r _a,(|z|^at^A) < k l ^ I + A l ^ r ^ + ^ A , in ^1 
w, > 0, in n i (5.3.19) 
1 w;A 二 0, on 掀\ 
\ 
Now we let a 二 f3 - 2 + rj. Then we can apply Proposition A.1 of Appendix to 
get 
lhA|koc (�2ni^”SC(^" ) l l^�^ri ) " “ - i ) ( B ^ f 2 ; ) l l^ l lLS+i (&n^r j (5.3.20) 
If we take q = {p _ 職—1), R = _ , then (5.3.18) and (5.3.20) imply that 
\\wx\\Lo°{BR/2r^ni) < C. 
• 
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5.4 Proof of the Main Theorem 
Let's denote by 
iTA(a:) = p;h+0_2)"^XA(a:) 二 ||wA||z/x>(^ 2)^ A^(30. 
We begin with the study of the limit of ux{x) as A ~^ 0+. 
Proposition 5.4.1 For any neighborgoodu ofdft not containing the origin, we 
have 
ux{x) — BG[x, 0) in C^'"(cj) (5.4.1) 
^here ^^^ 
B — _ _ ^ � M 2 > > (5.4.2) 
a - / ^ + 2 r ( ^ ^ ) . 
Proof. Notice that u\ satisfies 
/ -di\x\^d,ux) = fx, ux>0, inn 
I ux 二 0 on dn 
where fx = " - ( -+ "_2 ) " j\ = ^-{n+P-2)/2 [|$|a< + A|x|^u]. We claim that 
WfxWmn) 一 B (5.4.3) 
and 
WfxWcoi.) — 0. (5.4.4) 
Then the conclusion of this proposition can be easily drawn from these claims. 
In fact, by Proposition 5.3.3 we have 
i f { x r u , d x 二 ⑶ 午 ‘ f \y\^v,dy 
Ja 川入 2 
< ^l-^^'C [ |^广(1 + |"广—奸2)-:亡/3;1办 
^^\ 
< &P+乂广,+几-1(1 + 广-奸2)-5^^|办 
< C, 
that is 




- - ¾ '� • 
m 






I n + / 3 - 2 P r 
\ fjL; 2 / \x\°'uldx = / \y\^vldy. 
^ Jo. ^^\ 
I By Proposition 5.3.3 and the fact that V G L^(R^) and ！；入 ^ V a.e., we can 
m-. 
’ apply the Lebesque dominated, convergence theorem to get 
U 
1 / \yrvldy ^ [ lvn^dy 
Jnx ^R" 
roo w+/3-2 - =CJ^ / 厂几-1+«(1 + 厂。-奸2)-«一科2办 
Jo 
i = B • 
( Thus we conclude (5.4.3). 
I For any x G c；, \x\ > S > 0 where 5 depends only on L0. By Proposition 5.3.3 
we have 
:: r �^+/3-2 . / (a-^+2)/2 \ a-/3+2^  
r / � ， -(n+0-2)/2 ^p A^ 
, 则 ^ "A� CP产-奸2 _奸2 
1 V^ A 十 T / 
., n + / 3 - 2 •) 
/ {a-p+2)/2 \ a - / 3 + 2 
r , rx ^ 
丨 U ' ' + 2 + H " + 2 j 
< C(WMr_l)(^-2)Z2 + A] 
^ 0. 
• 
We return to the Pohozaev's identity: 
(a + 2 一 /^ )A £ \x\'uldx = L W"|V�|2z . —S. (5.4.5) 
Note that 
]^\x\^uldx 二、严" ) 7 0 |心 2入办 
“ 二 ‘ 奸 4 — _ " / \yrvldy, 
7^2入 
: and by Proposition 5.3.3, since V G Ll{K^) when n > 4 — 2f3 + a, we have: 
L , � y — ^ > 嘛 
poo o n + / 3 - 2 
二 UJn / r " - '+" ( l + 厂"—"+2)—2«-阳办 
Jo p/_n^_ \p(n+2p-4-a\ 
— <^n ^ [g-p+2)^ V a-P+2 ) 








Hence the limit of right hand side of (5.4.5) is equal to 
p/ n+q >|p/n+2 -^4-o- \ 
^n ^ {q-f3+2)^ V g-/3+2 ) 1. 入 4-n-2p^a 
« - / ^ + 2 ~ " r ^ p A : + h . 
The limit of the left hand of (5.4.5) can be computed by Proposition 5.4.1. 
f \xf\Vux\^X'ndS ~^ B^ f \xf\WG{x,Q)\^x-ndS 
Jda JdQ, 
=-{n^f3-2)g{0,0)B'. 
i Here we have used Lemma 5.4.1 below. Hence 
1 . \ 2 ¾ ^ — - g ; 4 n + /^ -2MQ,0) r ( 2 g j f g ) p2 
/™ q 哼 ） — ( a 一 f3 + 2)(a — p + 2) r ( ^ ^ ) r ( ^ ^ . 
I 
Thus we complete the proof of (ii) in our main theorem. 口 
Lemma 5.4.1 We have 
[\xf\VG{x, 0)1¾ . n dS = -{n + f3 — 2)"(0,0). (5.4.6) 
hn 
： Proof. Here we employ Lemma 1.2.2 in Chapter 1. Let ^ = o), rj 二（2 — 々 一n)/2’ 
a 二 |af in the lemma, then for u{x) = G{x, 0)，（1.2.4) in the lemma becomes 
f |:rf|VGfz-m/5" = 
dG 
—f X “ VG ^x . ndS +(2 — n — f3) / {xfG-dS. (5.4.7) 
7|和 …和 咖 
Now 
G M ) = c � | " - ” " ( M ) 
and c . 二 l /cc^n + f3 — 2). Thus on 5^ (0 ) , we have 
^ 二 _ V G . i = 4 d 2 - " - n ) M + - i + ^ l ; 
0 ^ Jb 
on ^ L � 
|vq2 二 cMn + /^_2)2M-2("+^)+2 
-2 c , (n + f3 - 2)|—-(奸—1. V^ + \Vg\'. 
Hence (5.4.6) becomes (as £ ~> 0+) 
[\xf\VG{x, 0)1½ . n dS = -cn{2 — f3 — nfe''^ f g{x, 0) dS + o(l). 
Jda 







I Consider the following problem: 
; di{\xfdiu)^\x\^uPi-X\x\^u = 0, in 0 
�纟 u > 0, in n (A.1) 
|| 1 u = 0, on dfl 
V 
where H is an open set of R^. 
Recall the given regularity result (see Appendix A in Chapter 1): if 0 is 
bounded, any weak solution of (A.1) belonging to H^(fl) is in C^(n\{0}) n 
C^(n\{0}) and bounded and positive on 0. In this appendix we present some 
refined estimate for these solutions. 
Proposition A.1 Suppose that u G C^{^\{0}) is a bounded solution of (A.1). 
J Then there exists R > 0，such that 
, ||w||Loo(^ 2)nBH/2(0)) < qMI^^P-iW(s-i)(j^nSH(o))IIMlLfP("nSB(o)), (八.？) 
• where s G ( m a x { l ,眾 } , ^^), 7 = “ � > 0, and C 二 C(s, K) is independent of 
A. 
In particular, if 0 is bounded, we have 
n ^ 
. — 1 l + p - 2 s ( , ^ N 
||u||Loo(j2) < C 1^1 + IMI$-i)"(s-i)(^_| ^ L，P), (A.d) 
- where s G ( m a x { l ,器 }’ ^ ？). and C = C( . ) is independent ofX. 
� Proof . Multiply (A.1) by 知”、where q > 1 and cj> G ^ - ( 0 ) , then 
integrate on Q by parts, we have 
殺 f X � u . (-^u^^'VV<^ + q'<|>'u'^-'Vu] dx 
^ h \^q -1 / 
‘ 二 _ ^ f (|冗广以” + AH"u) c^'u''-'dx. (A.4) 
- 2q — 1 Jn ^ 
. Left hand side of (A.4) is 
‘ J l ^ f x^u''-'¢Vu'W¢^ f \xf^'\S/u'\' 
- 2q — 1 Jn Jn 
二 > f |af</>2|vM|2 — [1 r \xf{^\vu^\Y+21 knvc^iv^ 
t- 一 Ja Lz Jn ^" 
^ > i f x^lV{^u')l'-U kl^|V^r^'^-2 [ \xf\V^\V'. 








»' t ? 
f s.-
j Hence (A.4) becomes 
«-
7 [ \xf\VUu')\^ < - ^ ^ f (x^uP^Xxru)c|>V-'dx ： 4 Ja �Y , — 2q - 1 Ja ^ ^ 
+4 / \xf\VcP\V. (A.5) 
Jn 
By Sobolev's inequality we have 
- [ / b r ¢^' H ^ < - ^ / (\x\v+x\xru)^v-'dx 
4 Uo, — 2q — 1 Jn 
^ +4 f \xf\V¢\V. (A.6) 
Jci 
By Holder inequality we also have (for s > 1) 
. i ^ ni 
f ixru^^'u'^-' < / ixr{4>u^-')^ �’ / ]xn^u'^y s. 
Jn Un L«/^^ � 
I •  
“ So (A.6) becomes 
:身 3—1 1 
- l f m u r ^ ' ] ^ < ^ [ / | 們 如 一 户 广 [ 丄 丨 們 如 叫 ' 
: 4 [J^ Y J 2q — 1 Un J L^ " 
+4 f |x|^ |V0|V^ + W 7 7 ^ / |才#。?. (A.7) ;• Jn 2g - 1 Jn 
i First of all we assume that 0 is bounded, and A G (0, Ai), thus we can deal with 
j the second term on the right hand side of (A.7) as follows: 
A _ ^ [ H f u 2 g < Aig f H ( - # - i ) - l ^ [ / j l < " ? ” ] ‘ . 
2q — 1 Jn — LJa � L^ 
If we let s > max{l, ^ } , then 
/ a\ s 
(a ————7 > -n, 
V 's / s — 1 
thus, by denote d = max12 M, we have 
: 入 Jf^ f |o;r^v^ < Aig [ 0 ^ + (一小 / (一产 U | < 叫 ' . 
2q — 1 J^ 
Now let 小=1，then (A.7) becomes 
« _ 1 1 
s f ^ ..(P+1)1^ < _ ^ f |0：广以(广1)务1)广[/ | < ， ‘ 
4[L — 2g_ lLJn ^ � L h 






I i V 
I 
or 
[丄 |工广一+1)] ^ < 'qC{d)((义 |工广>-1)"(-1)) ^  + 1) 2' X 
7 k r H ^ j^i j 
o^ i 
IML^ +1)(12) < [^^ (114$1-1)"(—1)例 + 1)] 2' MLl^'m- (A.9) 
If we let 
/ fi n + a1 p + 1\ /A in� 5 G max {1, ~；~ >，-77- (A.10) 
V 1 n + CF) Z / 
(of course it is clear that {n + a)/{n + a) < {p + l) /2) then we have 
F i i r i , (A.i i ) 
and (A.9) becomes 
1 ( xn^ 
‘ IMlLp+i)(^2) ^ P ^ (||^||;(p-i)./(3-i)(^ ) + l ) j ‘ IMlLS(i+*(^2). (A.12) 
\ -
Let q = l/x, we get 
. 
/ , i y 
IMlLLp+i)/x(n)s y^'~) ML'j-'{^r 
where 丄 
C�二 C{d) [l + |Ml^l iw(w) (J 2 . (A.13) 
� ‘ L 
Letg = r""%^i = l , 2 , . . . w e have 
/ 1 \ X' / 1 \ x2 ( 1 \ X 
^ " 1 � " < ( c ^ - ] " - [ C ' ^ ] c ' - I M k + W (A.H) 
^ i,b+i)/x^(n) - 1^  x V V x V V xJ � ) 
Notice that x < 1 and 
/ 1 \x^  / 1 \^' / l � x V /l\u=^F . � 
fr^ 1 ) . . . ( a ' - l a ' - — C ' P X - , as J ^ oo. 
v ^ F y V x V V x) \xJ 
Hence (A.14) becomes 
/1 \ {i-xY^ 
。， , < C ' ^ - u ri+pmv (A.15) 




On the other hand, for any s > max{l, 1 + a /n } , 
丨 1 4 剛 < ( c " — ( “ ) ) 3 M I ^ ) 
< {Cd)^{uy^s^ay (A.16) 
Thus (A.15) and (A.16) imply 
1 2T^ 
klUoo(n) < C{d,s) 1 + IMI^>i-iw(hi)(^j ^ IMlLfp(i2) (A.17) 
where x / ( l — x) = 2^/(! + p - 2s). 
For more general domain 0 we can let </> G C^(^i^(0)), then (A.7) becomes 
- [ / \xn^u^)\^^A^ 
4 UnnBu J 
< q\f \xn^u'-')^]^\f l^n^^'rV (A.18) 
— LA^ nBn J LA^ nSn 
+4 f |:r|^|V^|V^ + 2gAi f l^r^V^. (A.19) 
JnnBR J^BR 
What we have to do is to estimate the second and third terms on the right hand 
side of (A.18). 
2oAi f X。小\询 < 0明(一-«/输-春-1)"丨[\xn^uT]‘ 
^ JnnBR 一 UnnBn � 
where we have taken 5 > {n + a)/(n + cr). 
Moreover, we let s G (max{l, {n + a)/{n + /3)}’ {p + l) /2), then 
/ ^  a\ s 
(f3————7 > -n, 
\ S / 5 — 丄 
SO 
4 f \xf\V^\'u'^ 
JfinBR s_i 1 
< 4supm^\l |：^|("-#/(-叫〒[L, i-r-i' 
— B� L/^ 2nBfi J U/f2nBji 
< SUD V</> 2“("+("- « /小 / ( ^ ) )卜1 ) " / |不广如叫 ^ , 一 n L/i7n_Bj^  • Bn 
i Without loss of generality we assume that R < 1. Then the constant in the 
( above inequalities is in fact independent of R, since we have 
f [ n + a n + a\ 1 ^p\ 




If we take 
-R < ri < r2 < R 
2 
and </>ki 三 1, (/)|sc^  三 0 with |V(/)| < 2/(r2 - ri), (A.18) becomes 
厂 1丄 
广 ‘ � p + i 
/ 丨0：丨〜9(奸1) 
</nn_Bri 
r , . ^ r , I i 
< q\ |工 | *特 - 1 ) ^ / M�2” 
lJ^lnBR L*^ QnBr2 -
i 2 1 + 
+qC{s) [ / M�2gs ^ + ( - ^ ) 外 ） / , 1工丨、2”�� 
4 �7[il2nSr2 J \r2-r1J [J^ lnBr, J 
< c ( . ) ( - ^ y \ f w^(H)n)i$f/ krH^ 
— ^ ‘ Vr2 - r i / LA2nBH L*^ nr1Sr2 -
or 
IIMlL,+i)(Brini7) ^ qW (;:^^) IMlil;!l)Z，/(s-i)(s^ n^ 2)HI“s��n^  
Setting X = 2<s/(l +p ) , then x < 1. A standard iteration yields: 
I^ IU-(BH/2n^ 2) < 0(、丑)11〜1这二)1[//1(^1)容丑门^2)11 — 1[，(召丑门印 




Asymptotics for Positive 
Solutions for a Biharmonic 
f 
Equation Involving Critical 
Exponent 
‘？ u » • 
. ! 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we study the asymptotic behavior of positive solutions as 
£ ] 0+ for the following problem: 
‘ b ^ u — CQuP_s, in n 
< u > 0, in 0 (6.1.1) 
u - Au 二 0, on d^l. 
where co 二 {n + 2)n{n - 2){n — 4), n > 8, fl CR" is a smooth bounded domain; 
p 二 (几 + 4) l�n — 4) is the Sobolev critical exponent of the biharmonic operator 
: ( - A ) 2 . 
The existence and nonexistence for solution of the biharmonic opertor with 
L Dirichlet boundary conditions (that is, u 二 du|dn 二 0, on d^) have been studied 
I in detail by Edmunds, Fortunato k Janelli [16] and Pucci & Serrin [32], [33]. 
f Xhe case with the Navier boundary conditions (as in (6.1.1)) has been discussed 
I by van der Vorst [40, 41]. A basic result is that there exists a solution of (6.1.1) 
1^  in C \ ^ ) n C3(n) for 1 < P - e for all e > 0. 
As its Laplacian counterpart, (6.1.1) admits no solution in a star-shaped 
domain when e 二 0’ and “energy minimzing" solutions u, in general blow up as 







f e ^ 0+. In this chapter we determine the exact rate of blow-up and the location 
of the blow-up points for these solutions on convex domains. 
^ Theorem 6.1.1 Suppose that H is strictly convex. Let {wJ be a minimizing 
sequence ofthe embedding H^{Vt) fl Hl{Vt) 4 L^+^(H) and each u^ is a solution 
m» ••-
[ for (6.1.1). Then there exists Xo G H such that as £ ^ 0+, for {u,} (or its 
. subsequence, if necessary), we have 
: � 
； Ue — 0 in C\n\{xo})； 
‘ Aue ~~^ 0 in C^{n\{xo})] and 
h ( A < p — Co ( f ) ' ^ x o , 
in the sense of distribution; 
p^  
i| (ii) For any x G 0,\{xo} 
'^%> 
产 
i;: |K||z/>o(j7)We(aO ^{n-2){n-A)iOnG{x,xo) 
|f 
-' ^here G{x,y) is the Green's function of(-Af under the boundary conditions 
G{-,y) = AG{',y) = 0 on dn; 
(iii) 
2 16cc;^r(n) . 
:: ;_im.||u.|Loo(^) 二 ^ ; ; ^ 4 ) ( n + 2)2r(n/2)"Q^,zo)-
1$ In addition，we also have 
-m 
'? (iv) Denote by ^{x) 二 g{x,x), then 
\ 
- Vg{xo,xo) 二 0. 「 
: This chapter is organized as follows. In the first two sections we present some 
: preliminary results including the blow-up of solutions of (6.1.1), location of the 
] blow-up points, Pohozaev's identity and properties of the Green's function of 
'~ (_A)2 . A crucial lemma will be proved in Section 6.4. In the last Section we 
5 prove Theorem 6.1.1. 
_JG? 
• 6.2 Preliminary Results 
m 
猫 In this section we shall show that solutions for (6.1.1) blow up as £ ^ 0+ 







Throughout this chapter we alway assume that u^  is a solution of (6.1.1)e 
corresponding to small positive e. The norm in H^{Vt) A i^(J^) is given by 
^ IMI?P�Hoi(f2)=^|A�2ck. 
l‘ 
t We call {ue} is a minimizing sequence for the Sobolev inequality, if 
I 
； "^^ ^ 丑 脚 — 民 a s . ^ Q + , (6.2.1) 
, ^e LP+^-^{a) 
1 where S is the best constant in the embedding 
— H \ n ) n H ' , { n ) ^ L ^ ^ \ n ) , (6.2.2) 
that is, 
i 5' = inf{||u||^2niTi(a) : ||w||LP+i(r2) = 1, ^  ^ H\n) H H^{n)}. 
11* .；»•• 
i It is clear that S is a constant independent of H. 
'' Vorst [41] and Wang [42] proved that when 0 is replaced by R^, S can only 
be attained by functions of the form 
n - 4 
^e,.o(^) 二 � 2 丄 ‘ 2 2、化 (6.2.3) 
(e2 + \x - xo 2) 2 
and 4 
p n J n 
3 二 兀 2 ( 几 + 2 ) 几 ( ” 一 2 ) ( 几 — 4 ) ^ , ( 6 . 2 . 4 ) � L J 
see also [16] and [25 . 
Proposition 6.2.1 Suppose that {u,} is a minimizing sequence for the Sobolev 
inequality. Then for any q > n|2, we have 
—j \\ue\\LP<i{n) ~"> oo as e — 0. (6.2.5) 
•. 
i Proof . If it were not the case, that is, for some q > n/2 '^' 
•5 \\Ue\\L^P{n) < M 
I 
:| for all e. Then 
_ ||^ e||L9(P-^ )(J2) ^ CM. 
s g 95 
m 爆 
纖. m I 
h 
t ^ - -
t«"-
By the L^-estimates for the operator ( - A ) ^ (see, for example, [41]) we have 
l l ^ l k ， , < C ( g ) | K 1 k _ < C{q, M). (6.2.6) 
I 
I Then we have the embedding 
！ w^^'{n) 4 c ' '^(n) , 
I 
” where 0 < A < 2 — njq. Hence without loss of generality we can assume {ue} 
¥... 
: converges to a function Uo in C^. It is clear that uo G H^{^) A H&fl) and fe 
I /• r 
t / AuoAc/> = / ul4>, for all 小 G H\n) n 巧丄⑴). 
Jn Jn 
\ Since { u J is a minimzing sequence for the Sobolev inequality, we also have 
. 。 " , - 丨 2 = 會 1 产 ， . 
contradicting that S is never achieved on bounded domains (c.f. Theorem 2 in 
[41]). ° 
In the following we state a priori estimate of solutions of (6.1.1) near the 
boundary of 0 . Then we apply it to prove that maximum points of solutions of 
(6.1.1) stay away from dfl. 
, Following the method of moving planes (see, for example, [19] and [42]) we 
!| can show the following result holds. 
I 
\ Proposition 6.2.2 Sujypose that Q is strictly convex. Then there exists a G 
(0，1) and to > 0 depending only on 0 such that for any x G dn 
r Ue{x — tp) and - Aue{x — tp) is nondecreasing (6.2.7) 
5 fort e [0,to] and \p\ 二 1，（P,K$)) ^ … 
: where u{x) is the unit outer normal ofdVt at x. 
•'-
S Just like in [17], we can deduce from Proposition 6.2.3 the following result. 
I Proposition 6.2.3 Let 0 , 二 {么 € 0 : d[z,dO) < "}. S—就 u. is a solution 
I of (6.1.1). Then there exist positive 7 and ", independent ofe, such that for 
I each X G 0^； there exists a measuable set h satisfying 
I (i) meas h > 7； 










Now we have 
^ ; ¾ . 
Proposition 6.2.4 Suppose that x^ G 0 satisfies 
4 . 
Ue{Xe) = maXWe(a:). ~^2 
« 




售、 -1 x^ G r^ \n^ . 
j^  
m-,： 
_ Proof. By Proposition 6.2.1 we know that Ue{xe) - ||we||i^ oo(f2) — +oo as 
e ~^ 0+. On the other hand, we claim 
•". • 
u,{x) < M, for all x € 0 , (6.2.8) 
J^  -
j| for some r] > 0, where both rj and M are indepentent of e. So x^ G ft\fie 
-|, 
I provided e is close enough to zero. 
I It remains to prove (6.2.8). In fact, suppose that Ai is the first eigenvalue of 
•， 
(—A)2 and 小 > 0 an eigenfunction of ( - A ) ^ corresponding to Ai： 
: I A20 二 Ai(/> in n 
- 1 ¢,. = A(/) = 0 on dQ. 
’.• I • 
For large M' we have 
：,： Ai f u,cj> = / (A'ue)^ . JQ. 拟 
二 f ur^ + f u n 
~'- Jn{u,>M'} Ja{us<M'} 
> 2Ai f u,(/>-C(M'). 
^ — Ja 
=- So we have ^ p ( .rn 
-'z f ± / G(lJ ) 
/ Ue(p < ~ "7~" . 
,r. JQ, M 
^ Now for any 0 ' CC 0 , we can infer from this that 
^ min / Ue^ < / Ue4>. 
-^ n' Jn' Jn 
==5¾'-
^ From the previous proposition we can take n' 二 Q”. Thus for any a: G 0 ' we 
have 
二 u(x) meas h < / u[x)dx, 







that is, (6.2.8) holds for M = C{M')/{^Xi mi^^ ¢). 
• 
. . 
We rewrite (6.1.1) in the following form: 
‘-AWe 二 &e in 0 
“ < — A � 二 co<-e inH (6.2.9) 
^ ‘ 
I Ue 二 Ue — 0 on d ^ . 
I Let's make the following scaling transformation 
£ 
Z n - 4 n-4 ― 丄 
‘： Ve = |^e^ Ue{|J,eX + X^), f^e^ = ll^ e|lL^ (^a)-
1 
： Then (6.2.9) becomes 
I —AVe = Ve in fte 
I — A � 二 c o ( e in 0 , (6.2.10) 
‘ Ve 二 Ve 二 0 on dQ^e. 
: •‘ I 
mmi 
^ 1 1 where 
! o h e "J. ^ 'e — • fJ^e 
: Note that 0 < v, < 1 in 0 , , Ve{0) 二 1 and 仏 tends to R^ as e — 0+ by 
: Proposition 6.2.4. By standard elliptic L^-theory for second order equations we 
: know that there exists a subsequence of { v , } (still denoted by v^) converging to 
some V uniformly on every compact subset, and v satisfies 
I. - A v = V i n � 
< - A ^ 二 cov^ i n R " (6.2.11) 
^(0) ：： 1 ^;(oo) = 0 0 < 1； < 1. 
It is known [42] that (6.2.11) admits a unique solution given by 
^;(y) = (l + |y|2)^. (6.2.12) 
6 3 Pohozaev's identity and Green's Function 
. In this section we present further preliminary results. 











^ Proposition 6.3.1 ([32]) Letu e C^{^) be a solution of the following equation 
“ Q2 Q 
- ^^^^Tr i j {x ,u ,Du,D^u) — i J ^ p ‘ � o c , u , D u , D � � + J ^ u ( x , u , D u , D � � = 0, 
1 ^^ 〜 而 (6.3.1) 
- where T 二 J^(x,u,p,r) is of class C^ in its variables, JT(a::,0,0,0)三 0 and 
_•: 
^ Tr 二 Tr ^ Then for any constant a and y GR^； we have 
2 ” ” 
二 d � ( du \ ( d \ 
\ ^ [ (而 - " � 7 - ((W — " � ‘ + 腿)r- _ • � 
• d 广 �du \ 1 
- — 巧 ( ( " ) “ + 舰 )〜. 
du 
= n T + {xi — Vi)J^xi — aufu — {a + l)^J^pi 
, 如 命 ， ” , (6-3'2) 
i wehre T 二 J^(a^ u, Du, D^u). 
-1 •"•-
Suppose that u is a solution of the problem: 
f A ^ 二 f { u ) , i n n (6.3.3) 
I u 二 Au 二 0 ， o n 洲， 
" where f is of class C^. Then we may let 
T{x, u, Du, D'u) 二 i (Au)2 — F{u\ (6.3.4) 
- where F{u) 二 Jo" f{t)dt. I t is clear that in this case the equation in (6.3.3) coin-
cides with (6.3.1). Hence be integrating (6.3.2) over 0 and using the boundary 
；: conditions in (6.3.3), we get the following identity of Pohozaev's type: 
h f {{x-y)'S/u){V{Au)-n)dS = 
: JdU, , 
: f ( ^ — a — 2 ) (Ay)2 — nF{u) + auf{u) dx (6.3.5) 
~ Jo. LV2 / 
: If a = n/2 — 2 and f{u) = co(u(^4)/(n-4) + 入外 then 
I 
f ((x 一 y) . Vu)(V(Au). n)dS 二 - 2 A c o f u"dx. (6.3.6) 
； Jdo} J^ 






If f{u) = coU^-% then (6.3.6) becomes 
1 , — y 、 . •#•(•“). +s 二 - � : : — : : 4 ) ) L w - i (6.功 
Suppose that G 二 G{x,y) is the Green's function of ( - A f with the boundary 
condition: G{',y) = AG(-,y) 二 0 on dVt, for y G ^. Then the Green's function 
can be written as 
G{x,y) = T{x,y)i-g{x,y), (6.3.8) 
where F(:c, y) is the fundamental solution of ( -A )^ , that is, 
r r z u ) — { c n l " l “ ^ > 4 (6.3.9) 
中，")-\ C 4 l o g | x - y | n = 4, � 
where c , 二 —[(n — 2){n — 4 ^ ] " ^ for n > 4, c4 = u;4"', ^nd g{x, y) is the regular 
part of G{x, y), that is, g is a classical solution of the equation: 
Alg{x ,y ) = 0 inO 
. g�.,y) 二 r ( . ,y) on an (6.3.10) 
�Ag(.,y) = Ar ( . , y ) on d^. 
We now give some properties of the Green's function. Corresponding prop-
erties for the Green's function of (—A) can be found in [6] and [22 . 
Lemma 6.3.1 Suppose Xo G fl，then we have the following identity: 
f (x 一 xo) . VG^{AG)dS = -{n — 4)g(xo, ^o). (6.3.11) 
Jdn on 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that 3^ o 二 0. Let u 二 G{x, 0) 
in (6.3.1). Then F= *(Aw)'. Integrating (6.3.2) over 0\5,(0) for r small, we 
have 
/ [ ? ( A G ) ^ — O^.VC + a q ( - ^ — 
JdQ\Br L 2 V 。； ) 
—A(^.VG + aG)AG nidS 
dxi . 
= f ( - - a - 2 ] {AGfdx, 
Jn\Br V2 ) 
100 
I 
Letting a 二 n/2 — 2, with G = AG 二 0 on dVt, we have 
[ � x . V G � ~ ^ _ d S = [ Yi{^Gf (x • VG + ^ G ) ^AG 
\ Jdn ,dn^ ’ JdBr{o) 12 ^ ) \ 2 ) dxi 
I - ^ {x . VG + ^ ^ G ^ ) A d UidS. (6.3.12) 
I dxi V 2 J J 
P 
r Since G(x, 0) = Cn\x\^-^ + g{x, 0) by (6.3.8), on dBr{0) we have f 
5 a:-V = c,(4-n)|x|^-" + ( x . V ^ ) 
i 
I AG' 二 2 ( 4 - n ) C n | a f - 4 A _ g 
I d � ‘ � 1 „ X • VA^r 
r i ( A G ) 二 2 c . ( n - 2 ) ( n - 4 y - ^ + - ^ 
| ^ ( . - V G ^ a G ) = | ( . _ 4 ) V - ^ ^ : ^ ^ ^ 
( n - 4 ) ( x - V A ^ ) : + ^ • 
— Now we substitute all these into (6.3.11). Noting that in the integrals the sum 
of the coefficients of r^'^^ cancels out, all terms in the integral goes to zero as 
r •> 0+ except that containing r^"^. Hence passing to limit we have 
/ j - V G ) | ^ ( A G ) c / ^ 二 r ^ W t 2 ) ( n - 4 ) V _ i , 
= - ( n - % ( 0 , 0 ) . 
• 
Lemma 6.3.2 Suppose u is a solution of (6.3.3). Then 
f ^(Au)^ndS = 0. 
Jd^i dn on 
k •  . 
Proof. Multiply the equation (6.3.3) by 8u/dxi and then integrate over 0. We 
,- " e 於 ) 祭 " — „ / ( 舍 ^ « ^ ^ 
where F{u) 二 /�" f{r)dr. Using the divergence theorem on the right hand side 
of this identity, we find that it is equal to zero. On the other hand, integrating 
f left hand side by parts, and using Aw 二 0 on 如， 
i J j A 2 � , = - L V ( A . ) . V ( £ ) . . + L £ V ( A . ) . - S 
• � i^ “ 








: = - f ^(Aufdx + f | ^ V ( A u ) . ndS 
§ 2J^dxr Jdndxi � ) 
潘. - f du d , . � ,„ 
S - / n[/:^u)nidS, - Jda on on i 
* from which the lemma follows. 口 
m' 
e 
E Lemma 6.3.3 For xo G 0^ we have 
i f ^ G { x , xo )4 -AG{x , xo)ndS 二 —丄^(^冗0), (6.3.13) 
,. JdQ. an on n 
)•* 
“ where ^{x) — g{x^x), 
� P roo f . Without loss of generality we assume that Xo 二 0. For i = 1,2, • •. , n, 
„ integrate {^?G)dGjdxi over 0\S.(0) to yield 
0 二 f A'G^dx 
‘ J_r OXi 
o 
r = - f {AGYn,dS - [ AG^{VG)dS 
E 2 Jd{n\Bry Jd{n\Br) on 
i + I - 学 ^ ( 等 必 ； 
Jd{Q,\Br) on on 
-¾ . 
hence, using C(-,0) 二 AG(-,0) = 0 on dft, we get 
[^^^AG)n.dS = [ f^(^G)n.dS^lJ ( A G ) W ^ 
Jdndndn� ) JdBr dn dn 2JdBr 
- f AG f i ^ V G ) • ndS. (6.3.14) 
JdBr \OXi y 
On dBr{0) we have from (6.3.8) 
“ dG a � 3-n I ^ . • “ 
：： — 二 (4 — 如 + ^ r -
^ ^ 二 （4 — n)cn p - ^ e , + (2 — n)r"^^.x] + ^ V g . (6.3.15) 
.- dxi L OXi 
： Substitute (6.3.15) into (6.3.14). Similar to the process of the proof of Lemma 
'1 6.3.1, using the fact ^ 叫 肪 = 0 which is a direct corollary of the symmetry 
；, of the integrand, all integrals on the right hand of (6.3.15) tend to zero except 
'^ that containing r^"^, that is, 
- f Ei_TMdS = 
I JdQ dn dn 








； as r — 0+. 
With the continuity of Ag{x,0) and the symmetry of Xi/r about the origin, 
1 
“ one can show that 
lim rH f ^ l M ^ ^ 二 0. (6.3.17) 
r^0+ JdBr r 
- Similar to (6.3.8), if i / j we have 
. 1. i-n r x^dg{x,0) 
” lim r / rii db - U; 
=’ r^-0+ JdBr r OXj 
- if i = j, we have, as r ~^ 0, 
:' , l - n / 叫^！学肪 二 / - ^ / 4 叫 1 ) 
JdBr r dxi dxi JdBr — 
‘ 二 M ^ / , f . . H , o ( l ) 
OXi JdBi 
i = ^ « + 0(1). 
^1 n oxi 
11 , I 
By passing to limit in (6.3.16), we finally obtain 
P s. 
f dG d … � … ( ow .v,等) / --{AG)n,dS = Cn{n - 2){n - 4)iOn-^;^-
- JdQ, on on ^^^ 
；1 • 一| 
^ M • 
H 
j 6.4 A Crucial Lemma 
p ‘ 
t. • ..1. 
l In this section we establish a crucial lemma, which plays an important role 
- • 
h J '. 
H in the proof of our main theorem. 
麵、 Lemma 6.4.1 There exists a positive S independent ofe such that 
• . 
• - (^ - < ^1 < 1. 
, : Proof. It is clear t h a t � < 1 since /i, — 0 as e ^ 0+. On the other hand, we 
m 
Tr know that 
I f vl^'-'dy > D > 0 
“ JBi{0) 
i since ”e ^ V uniformly on 5i(0). Thus for e small enough we have 
•‘ .:UM, 
^ f ^, i_e, "(p+l-e)(n-4)/2-n(l-e(n_4)/8) f U^^^'^dx 
- / < + dy 二 /4 J|a;-a:e|<Mi-+-4)/8 -
-• JB,{0) I l_ 




I — 、 -W ^ 
!f 
So we can find i^ > 0, such that 
M(n-4)2/8 > Ji > 0. 
• 
Consider the following Kelvin transform of Ve'-
w,{z) = |么|4-、("） （6.4.1) 
where 
z „ 
y = ~"^ G ile 
Z ^ 
Thus 1 
. G n : = | ^ : y G ^ | , 
and 
A ^ = 2(4 - n ) H 2 - � ( " ) — 4jzl-^(z . V,v,(y)) 
+ lzrAyV^(y), (6.4.2) 
A > . 二 H - 4 - n A � ” ^ ) . (6.4.3) 
Notice that We 三 0 on dVt^ . Hence 
Vwe = {n . Vwe)n 二 ^ n , (6.4.4) 
where n is the unit outer normal at (9H*. 
On the other hand 
(么.Vyv,{y)) = (n — 4)|^ r"V — kr'(^  . V.^e(z)). 
Since z G ^0： if and only if y € dfle, we have 
Q^^ 
A.w, 二 4 H - 2 ( z . V , W ) = 4 H - 2 ( ^ n ) i . (6.4.5) 
丨 Now, (6.2.11) becomes 
i A � e 二 cH("—4)、【—％ w, > 0, in n： 
u;, 二 0 o n ^ n : (6.4.6) 
f=-








It is clear that 
^ < 0 on dn：. (6.4.7) 
dn 
Hence if {z . n) < 0 on 50*, we have 
A^/;, > 0 on 呵 . (6.4.8) 
— Proposition 6.4.1 Suppose that H is strictly convex. Then for all e small 
enough, we have 
— n—4 
. ^ [ Me 1 T 
: Ue < C — 2 
“ LMe + ^ — ^e \ 
— for some constant C independent ofe. 
？ Proof. Since 0 is strictly convex, we know from Proposition 6.2.4 that there 
exists a subsequence (still denoted by {xe}) such that 
I . . 
} ••• m 
Xe ~ > Xo G n 
H . . 
Li 
...I 
“ as e — 0+. 
； It is clear that the proposition is equivalent to showing 
雄. 




； W.{z) < C, 
k 
释 for some C > 0. 
� For any fixed R > 0, by (6.4.1) we have 
t 
\- w,{z) < R“ M > R, 
I since 0 < V < 1. Thus we only need to bound We near the origin as £ ^ 0+. In 
‘ - : . — " "" 
？ fact, since the domain 0 is convex, 
f-
{z . n) < 0 on 5H*. 
二 So we can apply the following lemma to conclude the proof of the proposition. 
• 







Lemma 6.4.2 Suppose that {z . n) < 0 on dQ^. Then for any fixed R > 0, we 
have 
\We\\L°<>{ntnBR) < C 
where C = C(^R) is independent ofe provided e is sufficiently small 
Proof. Step 1. Consider the problem 
‘A ^ w 二 0, in 0： n BR 
w = We on 5(0* n Bn) 
, (6.4.10) 
Au; = 0 on dn* 
Aw = Awe on dBR, 
\ where R > 0 is a fixed constant. Denote the solution of (6.4.10) by 
川0 二 ⑶^ (6.4.11) 
From the convergence of Ve near dBi/n, it is not hard to see that 
|ta,| + |Vw;e| < C{R) on dBn (6.4.12) 
where C{R) is independent of £. By the maximum principle 
\w^\^\Vw^\<C{R) in a： n Bn. (6.4.13) 
Consider the equation 
b^w 二 0, i n f ^ f l B H 
^ w = Aw; 二 0 on dBn (6.4.14) 
9/ \dwe ^^* 
w = 0, Au; = 4|^|-2(^  • ^ ^ ~ ^ ondi!s 
where R > 0 is a fixed constant. Denote the solution of (6.4.14) by 
u>i = w^. 
Notice that since we have 




by the maximum principle 
Aw^ > 0 in 0* n BR, 
and using the maximum principle once again we get 
w^ < 0 in n： n BR. (6.4.16) 
Step 2. Let 
~ 0 1 
W = We — w — W . 
Then w satisfies 
A^u; 二 a [z>e , in 0： 0 Bn 
, (6.4.17) 
w = Aw = 0 on d{^ll n Bn) 
\ 
where 
a ( 4 二 c o H - ( n - 4 ) � � - i - e . (6.4.18) 
Define i . . ^ 
如 ⑷ in BnXBr 
Q{^)= 
�a{z) in Br 
where r € (0, R) and M, both indepentent of e，will be determined later. Then 
• — e = Q ( * e + / W , (6.4.19) 
where 
‘ 0 in Br n n： 
/(么）二（咖—«(幼切^ • (6.4.20) 
‘ (1 — ^ X in BR\Br 
It is clear that f G L^{BR n Q:). In fact 
j « 
i f / [ , i _ ) .-(^-4) (6.4.21) ； ||/||L-(s^nn?) < 1^1- ^)^ • ^ ) 
‘ On the other hand, we can estimate Q( . ) in L , R � • : ) • In fact, from the 
‘ 
previous lemma we know that 
a(z) < C { S ) w r ' - ' . (6.4.22) 
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Similar to the statement in [22] and [39], we know that v^ ~> v in L^+ ,^ so does 
We. Thus for any positive A, we can take r small enough and M large enough 
such that 
f Q(z)Uz < C[5)f : ! � � — d z + ^ l 川�+1一营％ 
Jn:nBji�) — ^ htnBr M4 JBu\Br 
< A (6.4.23) 
for all small e. 
Step 3. We rewrite a{z)we as 
a{z)w, 二 "(z)Q(z)^^e + f{z) (6.4.24) 
where 
f{z) = {l-r]{z))Q{z)w, + f{z), 
and for N > 1, we define 
r|{z) = XntnBR{w,<N{we-w^)}(^) (6.4.25) 
where 
n ： n B R � W e < N { W e — W^)} 二 
{^ G n： n BR : ^^e(z) < N{ws{z) - i / ( z ) ) } . (6.4.26) 
Thus 
1 - rj(z) = X^tr^Bu{nJe<njV{N-i)]{^ )- (6.4.27) 
By (6.4.13) and (6.4.21) we have 
||/l|Loo(^,nB.)<^(r,iV,i^), (6.4.28) 
^ 
where C(r, N, R) is independent of small e. 
In view of (6.4.25) we can write (6.4.24) as 
a(z)We < Nrj{z)Q{z)[we-w^]^f 
< Nr]{z)Q{z)w + / (6.4.29) 
since w^ < 0 by (6.4.16). 
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...) 
Step 4' Now by (6.4.17) and (6.4.19) we know that w satisfies 
: A % < Nrj{z)Q{z)w + / , in H： 0 Bn 
(6.4.30) 
� w = Aw = 0 on d{^l n Bn) 
We claim that w is uniformly bounded in 0* Pl BR. 
First of all we give a uniformly estimate for w in L^(0* fl Bji). Let G{z,^) 
be the Green's function of A^ on 0： n Bji, that is, for i G O： fl Bn, G satisfies 
A 2 G ( . , e ) =似. )， in n： n Bn 
(6.4.31) 
\ G( - ,0 = AG(. ,O = 0 o n ^ n : n B B ) 
and 
G ( � 0 = r(z,e)+"(2，G (6.4.32) 
r. 
where r(^, 0 is the fundamental solution of A", and g{z, 0 is the regular part 
of G, that is g { - ,0 satifies 
‘ A V - , 0 = 0, in n： n BR 
< gU~) = - r ( . , 0 on a(n： n Bn) 
Ag(;0 二 Ar ( . ,O = 2 ( 4 - n ) | , - ^ , < 0 on ^(0： 0 ^)^^^^^^^ 
By the maximum principle we have 
A ^ ( , O < 0 , ^ ( - , O < 0 , in^):nBK. (6.4.34) 
.j 
； In view of the weak maximum principle, we have from (6.4.31) 
^ _ 
G(z, 0 > 0， in (0： n Bn) x (0： n Bn). (6.4.35) 
Now 
A_2^; 二 G * V = f G{z, 0<^y^ (6.4.36) 
JntnBn 
So (6.4.35) implies that for any v G L^{0,t A Bfi) 
WA-ML^i^tnB.) < 2 I r ( � ^ ) v { z ) d z . (6.4.37) 
� … R � J^tr^BR L^nSjO 
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Let q > 1 and v G L^(0* n Bu), and 
^ = - + - . (6.4.38) 
q q n 
We can apply the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev's inequality [25] to get 
/ T{z,i)v{z)dz 
J^BR L^(n*nBR) 
< q P , W I M l L ^ ^ ^ _ y (6.4.39) 
< C{p,n)\n： n BR\7-^\v\\L,^ .^nBn) (6.4.40) 
Thus 
WA-^ vWL,^ atnBn) < C{p,n,R)\\v\\L,^ntnBR)' (6.4.41) 
That means 
A-2 ： L^ n： n Bn) ^ L^{n： n Bn) 
is a bounded linear operator and its norm is bounded by a constant independent 
of s. 
From (6.4.30) we have 
{I-NA-'{r^Q))w<A-'f. (6.4.42) 
Here we have used the fact that A " ' is non-negative, see (6.4.35). 
According to (6.4.41), we have for v G L%n:门 BnX 
\\A-\rjQ)v\\L,^a*nBn) < C{q,n,R)\\{rjQ)v\y^^.nBn) 
< C(g,n,E)||"Q||ihQ:n&)IMk-:nSH).(6.4.43) 
In view of (6.4.23) we can take A so small (here r and M can be determined 
卜 
i< from A) that 1 
NC{q,n,R)\\r]Q\\Ln,^i^*nBn) ^ 豆. （6.4.44) 
Thus I - NA-^(rjQ) is invertible, and 
w<{I-NA-'{rjQ)y'^-'l (6.4.45) 
From (6.4.17) and the maximum principle we have 
u; > 0, in a： n BR. (6.4.46) 
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Thus (6.4.45) implies 
2 � 
l^ WL<i{atnBR) ^ 2||A_ ||L9^ L9||/e||L9(12*nSji) 
< 2C {q, n, R)WfWL<i{n*nBR) 
< C\\f\\Loo{atnBR) 
< Co, (6.4.47) 
where Co = Co{r, q, 7V, R) independent of e. 
On the other hand, by (6.4.16) we have 
A h - w O . (6.4.48) 
Since w^ < 0, (6.4.46) implies 
u , > { w , - w Y ' (6.4.49) 
Thus 
|he||M(l^ *nSH) < ||(t^ e — ^ � ) + l k _ e * � ^ l + l l ( ^ e _ ^ � ) l L _ : n B « ) 
+ ||w;0||L^ *n_BH) 
< ||w^ ||L9(a*nSR) + 3||u^ o||L9(fi:nSi0, 
that is, 
Ww,WL.i^^^nB,)<Co^C{R). (6.4.50) 
Step 5. We will prove that w, is bounded on 0：门 Bn. Since ” 二 2^； satisties 
A ^ = a(z)w,, in 0： H Bn 
< (6.4.51) 
” =Av = 0 on d(n* n BR). 
Then by the Aleksandrov-Bakelman maximum principle, for q > n, we have 
|Ai;||L-(f2*nBH) ^ C\\a{z)we\\L<i^ atnBR) = C\\we\\lp,^ atnBn) (6.4.52) 
where 
C = C{q, diam(0: fl BR)). (6.4.53) 
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Using this maximum principle once again, we get 
|t^ ||Loo(fi*nBH) < C\\Av\\L<i^ *^nBR) (6.4.54) 
where C is the same as in (6.4.53). 
From V — w > We — w^ °, we have 
0 < We < w + w .^ 
Thus 
hs||L-(l^ *nBH) ^ || I^U-(a*nBH) + lk^l|L-(Q*nBH) 
Now (6.4.50)’（6.4.52) and (6.4.54) implies 
\we\\Loo{ntnBR) < C{Co, R, q, diam(a* fl Bn)). 
• 
6.5 Proof of Main Theorem 
Define 
n—4 
Ue 二 y^e 2 Ue = ||We||L~(^2)�. 
Then Ue satisfies _ 
< A ^ e = c o K # u " m f t (6.5.1) 
\ u, 二 A ^ = 0, on dfl. 
In this section we will study the asymptotic behaviour of Ue as e ^ 0+. 
First of all we have 
Lemma 6.5.1 We have 
f A'u.dx — 4 ^ m L i ( n ) (6.5.2) 
h n{n + 2) 
A%e(z) ^ 0, ifx 7^  a:o a.e. . (6.5.3) 
Proof . By (6.5.1) it suffices to show that coyTe^u^'' satisfies (6.5.2) and 
(6.5.3). In fact by (6.4.9) Vs{y) < Cv{y) and by (6.2.12) we know that ” G 
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LP-so(Qe), for some fixed £o small enough. So t;e ~> ” and the Lebesgue domi-
nated convergence theorem implies that 
丄 vr'dy 一 /『v^dy, 
and 
/ 议 „ ” 吻 = 叫 / 。 > 1 ( 1 + ” 2 广 力 厂 = 為 . ( 6 . 5 . 4 ) 
Thus (6.5.2) follows. 
On the other hand, if x + xo, by Proposition 6.3.1 we can take £ small enough 
that |a:e — a^ o| < k _ ^o|/2, then |a; - a^ s| > k — ^o|/2 
n ^ ( n ± ± \ 
_r^ — - 宇 [ Me 1 2 “ - 4 J 
CnMe 2 uP—s < Cfie ^ ~^ r~, o 
up — fjil + X — Xe 2. 
1 n±±_n-4^ 
< C f t $ - ^ 2 2 (6.5.5) 
_ 广 X — Xo 2 
_ J 
That is, (ii) holds. 口 
Proposition 6.5.1 For any open subset u CC H with 
d — min x — Xo\ > 0, 
x£ui 
yjQ h/CLVC 
u.{x) — ^ ^ c o G ( . , .o), rn C'-{o.) (6.5.6) 
\ n[n + zj 
for some a € (0,1). 
Proof. By the previous lemma we may conclude that 
A X W — ^ ^ c o U z ) , (6.5.7) 
n[n + Z) 
w h e r e � � i s the Dirac (^-function concentrating at xo. 
On the other hand, from the equation (6.5.1) and "-theory (see, for example, 
Lemma 2 in [22]) we have 
||A‘||ci〜）< ^(^) [||Me^<-1lLMa) + ||/i:^url|Loo(.o] (6.5.8) 
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where uj CC to' is a neighborhood of dVt not containing x^. By the proof of 
Lemma 6.5.1, especially (6.5.5), we know that the right hand side of (6.5.8) is 
bounded by a constant independent of e provided e is small enough. Hence 
(6.5.7) implies that Au^ converges to a function Q{x) in C^'^"{u) sense, and 
(6.5.6) implies that Q{x) = 2{n — 2){n — A)uJn^G{x, xo). 口 
Proofof Theorem 6.1.1 (iii) 
Multiply (6.3.8) by 丨丨以^复⑴⑶ 二“广".By the Pohozaev's identity 
—co(n - 4 ) V ” f v+i—e^ 二 [((工— y ) . V^) (V(Ai i , ) . n)dS. (6.5.9) 
2(2n — s(n — 4)) Jn Jdn 
where y GR^ is an any fixed vector. By passing to limit, the left hand side of 
(6.5.7) is 2 
- C o ( n : 4 ) f l im g||us||Loom)) lim f u ^ ^ ^ ' " d x , 
An Ve^O+ 、)J e—O+ Jf2 
where, since Ue is the minimizing sequence for Sobolev,s inequlity, we have 
f 1 1 rs\?^ 
lim / u^^^-'dx = -e^ -0+ jQ, VCo/ 
/ \ 
二 兀营講. (6.5.10) 
r(n) 
By Proposition (6.5.1) the limit of the right hand side of (6.5.7) is equal to 
__l^^L^ [ fU — y) . VG(x, xo))(VAG(x, x^) • n)dS. (6.5.11) 
n^{n + 2)2 Jda 
Letting y = Xo, Lemma 6.2.1 leads to (iii) of the main theorem. 口 
Proof of Theorem 6.1.1 (iv) 
By Lemma 6.3.2 we have 
[^{Au.)^ndS = (}. 
Jda on on 
By Lemma 6.3.3, letting & to zero we have 
/ j _ - ) ) ^ ^ - s = o. 
Now Lemma 6.3.3 can be applied to get V5r(a:0,工。）二 0. 口 
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Proof of Theorem 6.1.1 (i) 
It is clear from (6.5.8) that 
Aiz, ^ 0, in C\n\{xo}) . (6.5.12) 
Hence by (6.5.8) 
( A u . f ^ c J - " ^ ' ^ . o - (6.5.13) 
The rest part of (i) is a consequence of (6.5.10). 口 
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